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Abstract
Moderate or Intense Low-oxygen Dilution (MILD) combustion is one
of combustion technologies which can improve efficiency and reduce
emissions simultaneously. This combustion type is characterised by
the highly preheated reactant temperature and the relatively small
temperature rise during combustion due to the intense dilution of the
reactant mixture. These unique combustion conditions give MILD
combustion very attractive features such as high combustion efficiency,
reduction of pollutant emissions, attenuation of combustion instabil-
ities and flexibility of the flow field. However, our understanding of
MILD combustion is not enough to employ the MILD combustion
technology further for modern combustion devices.
In this thesis, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) has been carried
out for turbulent MILD combustion under four MILD and classical
premixed conditions. A two-phase strategy is employed in the DNS
to include the effect of imperfect mixing between fresh and exhaust
gases before intense chemical reactions start. In the simulated instan-
taneous MILD reaction rate fields, both thin and distributed reaction
zones are observed. Thin reaction zones having flamelet like charac-
teristics propagate until colliding with other thin reaction zones to
produce distributed reaction zones. Also, the effect of such interact-
ing reaction zones on scalar gradient has to be taken into account in
flamelet approaches.
Morphological features of MILD reaction zones are investigated by
employing Minkowski functionals and shapefinders. Although a few
local reaction zones are classified as thin shape, the majority of local
reaction zones have pancake or tube-like shapes. The representative
scales computed by the shapefinders also show a typical volume where
intense reactions appear.
Given high temperature and existence of radicals in the diluted re-
actants, both reaction dominated and flame-propagation dominated
regions are locally observed. These two phenomena are closely en-
tangled under a high dilution condition. The favourable conditions
for these phenomena are investigated by focusing on scalar fluxes and
reaction rate.
A conditional Probability Density Function (PDF) is proposed to in-
vestigate flamelet/non-flamelet characteristics of MILD combustion.
The PDF can be obtained by both numerically and experimentally.
The PDF shows that MILD combustion still has the direct relation-
ship between reaction rate and scalar gradient, although the tendency
is statistically weak due to the distributed nature of MILD reaction
zones.
Finally, based on the physical aspects of MILD combustion explained
in this work, a representative model reactor for MILD combustion is
developed. The model reactor is also used in conjunction with the
presumed PDF for a mean and filtered reaction rate closure. The
results show a good agreement between the modelled reaction rate
and the DNS results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Importance of combustion technology
Over 80 % of world energy supply is provided by burning fossil fuels. Total world
energy use has been predicted to increase linearly for the next 30 years, although
energy use will be more efficient (U. S. Energy Information Administration, 2010).
Figure 1.1 shows the history and projection of world marketed energy use by
fuel type. Before 2007, about 85 % of energy consumption was supplied by the
burnable fuels, while 15 % was made by nuclear and renewable sources. These
proportions are predicted to change gradually to 80 % for fossil fuel and 20 % for
nuclear and renewable energy by 2035. In the long-term, these projections are
unlikely to significantly change after the Fukushima Daiichi accident in 2011; the
IAEA argues that the accident has not led to a significant retraction in nuclear
power programmes (World Energy Council, 2012). However, burning fossil fuels
will still be the major source of energy supply for the next several decades, and
the demands for the energy produced using combustion will linearly increase.
Electricity is a rapidly-growing end-use energy form: net electricity consump-
tion is expected to rise by 2.3 percent every year until 2035, while total energy
demand from all energy sources increases by 1.4 percent per year (U. S. Energy
Information Administration, 2010). Although the proportions of electricity sup-
ply generated by renewable and nuclear resources will increase compared to the
proportions in the total energy, combustion related electricity consists of about
1
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Figure 1.1: World marketed energy use by fuel type 1990–2035 (U. S. Energy
Information Administration, 2010). Projections are shown from 2007 to 2035.
65 % of net electricity supply until 2035 (U. S. Energy Information Administra-
tion, 2010). Combustion related devices will also play a substantial role in the
renewable energy market, for example through the use of synthesis gas (syngas)
and biofuels. Thus, the demand for combustion systems — such as gas turbine
engines for power generation, and automotive and aerospace engines — to im-
prove efficiency and at the same time reduce pollutant emission will continue to
grow.
1.2 Background – MILD combustion
Due to the significant demand for combustion systems — which are able to im-
prove efficiency and reduce emissions simultaneously — alternative combustion
technologies are being constantly explored to meet these requirements. Fuel lean
premixed combustion is a potential method to meet these demands, but it is
highly susceptible to thermo-acoustic instability. One method to avoid the in-
stabilities is to preheat the reactant mixture by using recovered exhaust heat.
This would also enhance the combustion efficiency in a system while improving
2
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the combustion stability. However, preheating also increases the flame tempera-
ture, leading to an increase in thermal NOx formation in conventional premixed
combustion. This adverse effect of preheating on flame temperature and thus the
subsequent reduction of thermal NO formation limits the potential for improve-
ment of combustion efficiency by this method in a system employing conventional
combustion techniques.
1.2.1 Fundamentals of MILD combustion
Combustion involving both preheating and dilution of the reactant mixture with
burnt products is an important technology as it achieves high combustion effi-
ciency with low emissions of pollutants, light and sound (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning,
1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004). This tech-
nology has already been applied mainly in furnaces (Wu¨nning, 1991; Woelk &
Wu¨nning, 1993) and has predominantly employed internal recirculation of hot
products to maintain combustion stability and the required oxygen dilution levels.
This type of combustion is commonly known as “flameless” or MILD (Moderate
or Intense Low-oxygen Dilution) combustion, which is characterised by highly
preheated reactant mixtures and low temperature rise during combustion. Typ-
ically, the reactants are preheated to a temperature Tr, which is larger than the
autoignition temperature Tign of a given fuel, and the maximum temperature rise,
∆T = Tp−Tr, is smaller than Tign, where Tp is the product temperature (Cavaliere
& de Joannon, 2004). The small temperature rise during the combustion process
results from the combination of a high dilution level with the large amount of
products and the low oxygen levels available for combustion. The products also
contain chemically active radicals, which help to achieve stable combustion.
The combustion type diagram (Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004) shown in fig-
ure 1.2 can be used to distinguish the MILD combustion condition from conven-
tional premixed, pilot assisted, and high temperature air (HiTAC) combustion
conditions. The diagram also shows one conventional premixed and three MILD
combustion conditions simulated and considered in the present work, which are
described in chapter 2. This diagram emphasises the small temperature rise
during combustion under MILD conditions unlike conventional combustion con-
3
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Figure 1.2: Combustion type diagram (Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004).
ditions. This small temperature rise across the flame produces non-visible and
uniform combustion as reported in previous experimental studies (de Joannon
et al., 2000; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Krishnamurthy et al., 2009). It is also re-
ported that combustion under MILD conditions is governed by slower reactions
compared to those in the conventional combustion regime (Plessing et al., 1998;
Christo & Dally, 2005; Awosope et al., 2006; Galletti et al., 2007; Lammel et al.,
2010; Parente et al., 2011b).
These unique characteristics of MILD combustion offer a number of advan-
tages. Firstly, combustion efficiency is enhanced due to the high preheating tem-
perature using recovered exhaust heat (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Katsuki &
Hasegawa, 1998; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004). Secondly, thermal NO formation
is suppressed significantly due to the low flame temperature and intense dilution
(Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998; Cavaliere & de Joan-
non, 2004; Mohamed et al., 2009; Krishnamurthy et al., 2009; Li & Mi, 2011).
Typically, it takes a few seconds to produce a substantial level of thermal NO at
around 1900 K, and this reduces to a few milliseconds when the temperature is
about 2300 K (Wu¨nning &Wu¨nning, 1997). The maximum flame temperature is,
however, typically much lower than 1900 K in MILD combustion with methane–
4
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air mixtures (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004); thus
the NOx formation rate is usually very slow in MILD combustion. Also, because of
the small temperature rise together with the high elevated reactant temperature,
combustion noise and instabilities are suppressed even when the recirculation rate
— the mass ratio between exhaust gas to fresh reactants — exceeds 30%, which
is an upper limit for stable combustion in combustion systems with normal am-
bient air (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998). Thus, such
combustion conditions which can enhance combustion efficiency and reduce pollu-
tant emissions also help to avoid combustion instability which can cause serious
problems during operation of modern combustion devices, such as gas turbine
engines. This high preheating temperature condition also allows combustion to
be maintained even in a high-velocity jet field without the need for internal re-
circulation zones (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004;
Medwell, 2007). Therefore, the design of a MILD combustor would no longer be
constrained by the requirements of recirculation zones or flame holders, which
is advantageous for high-speed combustion. Furthermore, MILD conditions are
achieved relatively straightforwardly in practical devices using conventional tech-
niques such as exhaust or flue gas recirculation (EGR or FGR) or staged fuel
injection (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004; Hayashi &
Mizobuchi, 2011). There is renewed interest in these advantages of using MILD
combustion as one of the “green” technologies for thermal power generation (Cav-
aliere & de Joannon, 2004; Awosope et al., 2006; Lu¨ckerath et al., 2008; Lammel
et al., 2010). However, the physics of MILD combustion in turbulent flows is not
well understood.
1.2.2 Previous studies
As reported in previous studies (de Joannon et al., 2000; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001;
Krishnamurthy et al., 2009), thin reaction zones cannot be observed in direct pho-
tographs of MILD combustion, unlike in conventional premixed combustion. This
in particular is the reason why MILD combustion is also called “flameless combus-
tion” or ”flameless oxidisation”. Combustion under MILD conditions are indeed
“flameless” by naked eyes, and these visual observations of MILD combustion are
5
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basis of common knowledge of uniform and distributed nature of MILD reaction
zones.
Based on these observations, theoretical analyses of methane oxidation un-
der diluted conditions have been carried out assuming Perfectly Stirred Reactor
(PSR) configurations for both premixed and non-premixed MILD combustion
(Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; de Joannon et al., 2000; Cavaliere & de Joannon,
2004; de Joannon et al., 2004, 2005; Sabia et al., 2007). Although the sole use of
a PSR might not be appropriate to model turbulent combustion under a practical
MILD combustor, the colourless characteristics of MILD combustion is explained
by addressing the two-staged evolution of the chemical reaction in a PSR. This
two-staged oxidation does not seem to be unduly influenced by the residence time
of a PSR for the temperature range of 500 - 2000 K (de Joannon et al., 2000).
Laboratory scale combustors have often been the subject of MILD combustion re-
search in cooperation with numerical simulations based on the Reynolds averaged
field. Most of such combustors apply a non-premixed combustion mode, where
a cold fuel and a hot and diluted oxidiser are separately fed into a combustion
chamber (Dally et al., 2004; Oldenhof et al., 2011; Medwell et al., 2007, 2008;
Duwig et al., 2012), and such configuration is named Hot Oxidant-Diluted Oxi-
dant (HODO). Alternatively, a hot fuel and a diluted oxidiser are also used in a
configuration called Hot Fuel-Diluted Oxidant (HFDO) (Cavaliere & de Joannon,
2004). Several laboratory scale combustors apply another configuration where
both diluted fuel and oxidiser are preheated by recovered exhaust heat and ei-
ther fully premixed or partially premixed before entering a combustion chamber
(Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; de Joannon et al., 2004, 2005;
Sabia et al., 2007; Mi et al., 2009; Li & Mi, 2011).
In order to understand “invisible” reaction zones under MILD conditions, ad-
vanced laser diagnostics have been carried out in previous studies to measure
instantaneous temperature and species fields (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir &
Peters, 2001; Dally et al., 2004; Medwell et al., 2007; Duwig et al., 2012). Dis-
tributed reaction zones are observed under MILD conditions and compared with
the conventional combustion cases in the laser thermometry images. The instant
CH2O field also suggests distributed reaction zones based on visual examina-
tions of PLIF images (Medwell, 2007; Duwig et al., 2012). The OH Planar Laser
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Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) images, however, yield contradicting views: the in-
stantaneous OH images show a clear gradient of OH concentration, suggesting
existence of thin reaction zones (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001;
Medwell, 2007; Duwig et al., 2012). MILD reaction zones are fairly distributed
and show a patchy appearance in the temperature and OH PLIF images under
the condition considered in Dally et al. (2004), although a bimodal Probability
Density Function (PDF) is also reported in the same study.
Generally, OH PLIF is used in laser diagnostics of chemically reacting tur-
bulent flows because of its high concentration and well understood spectroscopy
characteristics (Hassel & Linow, 2000). Using OH PLIF alone, however, may be
insufficient to investigate reaction zones in turbulent MILD combustion, because
of the presence of OH radicals in the reactant mixture which come from exhaust
gases used for dilution. Furthermore, the OH level inside reaction zones may not
be significantly larger than that in the unburnt or burnt regions, especially when
the oxygen level is near the lower end for MILD combustion. This issue may be
addressed through careful calibration of the OH LIF system. However, a sec-
ond marker would be required to identify the MILD reaction zones for a detailed
analysis. These views clearly show that there need to be more investigations into
reaction zones in MILD combustion numerically and experimentally.
Given highly elevated temperature conditions, autoignition is believed to play
an important role in MILD combustion (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Katsuki &
Hasegawa, 1998; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004) in sustaining combustion even
in high speed flows without recirculation zones. Autoignition characteristics in
configurations employing diluted and/or hot reactants/coflow have been stud-
ied in the context of flame stabilisations (Mastorakos et al., 1995; Arndt et al.,
2012). Such configurations are similar to MILD combustion with either HODO
or HODF conditions. For MILD combustion, the part played by ignition in the
flame stabilisation has been studied using a Jet in Hot Coflow (JHC) burner ex-
perimentally (Medwell, 2007; Medwell et al., 2007, 2008) and numerically (van
Oijen, 2013). The CH2O PLIF images show that the heated coflow initiates the
ignition of a mixture after localised extinction caused by cold surrounding air
(Medwell et al., 2007). Despite the interplay between extinction and ignition
processes, presence of abundant hot exhaust gases ensures that the overall reac-
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tion is sustained. Previous studies reviewed by Cavaliere & de Joannon (2004)
emphasise the importance of the autoignition process in MILD combustion based
on the analysis using a well-stirred MILD reactor. However, the existence of thin
reaction zones observed based on OH PLIF images suggests the presence of propa-
gating flame fronts (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Medwell et al.,
2007; Duwig et al., 2012). Probability density functions in Dally et al. (2004)
also suggest that combustion occurring in the MILD combustion burner is due
to flame propagation, rather than autoignition under the conditions considered.
Thus, there is a possibility of the existence of competition between autoignition
and flame propagation phenomena in MILD combustion (this is also suggested
in Mastorakos (2009)), and this competition needs to be investigated to further
our understanding of MILD reaction zones.
Lack of understanding of MILD reaction zones also calls into question the com-
mon use of both flamelet and non-flamelet based turbulent combustion models
for MILD combustion for Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations
(Weber et al., 2000; Coelho & Peters, 2001; Orsino et al., 2001; Dally et al.,
2004; Christo & Dally, 2005; Galletti et al., 2007; Li & Mi, 2011; Aminian et al.,
2011) and for Large Eddy Simulations (LES) (Duwig et al., 2008; Ihme & See,
2012). For flamelet type approaches, models assume that the flame length scales
are typically smaller than the turbulence length scales so that the reaction zone
structure is not unduly affected by turbulence. However, given experimental ob-
servations of uniform and distributed reaction zones, it has not yet been rigorously
investigated whether this assumption is sufficiently valid. The RANS simulation
results carried out by Coelho & Peters (2001) using the Eulerian particle flamelet
model show a consistent trend with the experimental data in O¨zdemir & Peters
(2001) in terms of the mean velocity. However, the predicted NO emission at
the exhaust is about three times larger than the measured value. Dally et al.
(2004) has carried out a RANS calculation using a similar turbulent combustion
model. Although the trend of temperature is consistent with the experimental
results, the simulated peak temperature differs up to 100 K. A presumed PDF
is employed with a flamelet library for LES (Duwig et al., 2008; Ihme & See,
2012). An Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) based model (Magnussen, 1981) is a
non-flamelet model which is more widely used compared to flamelet type models
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for MILD combustion. The model may be able to describe the distributed nature
of MILD reaction zones (Weber et al., 2000; Orsino et al., 2001; Christo & Dally,
2005; Galletti et al., 2007; Li & Mi, 2011; Aminian et al., 2011). However, the
assumption of homogeneous reaction within the fine structures of turbulence en-
ergy dissipation has not been verified for MILD combustion: distributed reaction
zones instead seem to distribute in a larger area than the turbulence scale in
the experimental images of temperature and species fields (Plessing et al., 1998;
O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Dally et al., 2004; Medwell, 2007; Duwig et al., 2012).
Numerical simulation that has been carried out and reported in Christo & Dally
(2005) using the EDC model shows reasonable agreement both quantitatively
and qualitatively with the experimental results for the oxygen concentration of 9
% and 6 %. For the oxygen concentration of 3 %, however, the predicted peak
temperature becomes lower by about 200 K at the upstream region and 600 K
higher at the downstream region than the measured results. Similar deviation
of temperature from the experimental results are also reported in other RANS
simulation studies of MILD and HiTAC combustion (Orsino et al., 2001; Kumar
et al., 2002; Galleti et al., 2007; Aminian et al., 2011), even though a qualitative
agreement is seen. For MILD combustion, extra emphasis should be placed on an
accurate prediction of temperature and heat release rate fields, since prediction
of pollutant emissions is often associated with the computation of this “green”
combustion, and it is shown that the prediction of minor species is sensitive to
the temperature fluctuation in RANS (Aminian et al., 2011).
1.2.3 Utilisation of exhaust gas
It is key for the MILD combustion technique to make use of both recovered ex-
haust gases and heat. A conventional technique such as EGR, FGR or staged fuel
injection can be used to achieve high temperatures and diluted mixture condi-
tions relatively straightforwardly (Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004; Aida et al., 2005;
Swaminathan & Bray, 2011). In practice, it is common to inject fuel and air into
either a recirculating flow or a stream containing hot products to achieve MILD
combustion. Such configurations with high momentum jets have been applied to
achieve a mixture for MILD combustion very quickly (Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998;
9
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Dally et al., 2002; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004; Dally et al., 2004; Awosope et al.,
2006; Galleti et al., 2007; Li & Mi, 2011). In either of these configurations, there
are possibilities for the fuel to be partly mixed, but not completely, with the prod-
ucts and air for a short mixing time; this thereby creates spatially and temporally
non-uniform mixtures of exhaust and fresh gas pockets. The size of these pockets
is random and determined by the turbulence conditions. Combustion that takes
place in such a mixture field is considered to be complex compared to that in con-
ventional premixed combustion. For instance, pockets of products and radicals,
which are not well mixed before combustion, can lead to additional complexities
such as reaction zone interactions. Also, given the high preheating temperature
conditions together with the existence of chemically-active radicals, there is the
possibility that autoignition or homogeneous-reactor-type reaction dominates in
MILD combustion. On the other hand, local turbulence and mixture conditions
can influence the residence time, thereby favouring flame propagation over au-
toignition. An investigation into these issues will help to understand reaction
zones and the competing effects of turbulence and chemical reactions in MILD
combustion. These effects related to the utilisation of exhaust gas and heat on
the mean/filtered reaction rate prediction by turbulent combustion models have
not been investigated and should be addressed in further findings and models of
MILD combustion.
1.3 Computational approaches for turbulent re-
acting flows
Since the present work is intended to employ numerical approaches, general nu-
merical approaches for turbulent reacting flows are briefly explained in this sec-
tion. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) of turbulent combustion can be classi-
fied in three levels based on time and spatial scales dealt with during simulations;
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations, large eddy simulations
(LES), and direct numerical simulations (DNS).
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1.3.1 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes simulation
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations are the most available com-
putations in practice, since they deal with only time-averaged balance equations
and require the least computational resources among the three computational
methods. The Reynolds/Favre (density-weighted) averaged balance equations
for RANS simulations are obtained by averaging the instantaneous balance equa-
tions which are described in chapter 2. Due to the averaging operation, additional
terms appear: Reynolds stress and turbulent flux terms. Thus, additional trans-
port equations and models are required to close the averaged balance equations.
Typically, a k-ǫ model is employed where transport equations for turbulent ki-
netic energy k and its dissipation rate ε are additionally solved to close Reynolds
stress. The turbulent flux is commonly obtained assuming a gradient diffusion,
although this assumption is not entirely valid in a flow with strong shear or
dilatation (Veynante et al., 1997; Frank et al., 1999; Pope, 2000; Zimont & Bi-
agioli, 2002; Pfadler et al., 2009). For RANS simulations of reacting flows, the
mean reaction rate also need to be modelled. Generally, the modelling of the
mean reaction rate is most important in RANS simulations of turbulent com-
bustion as it involves the coupling of turbulence and chemical reactions, which
have strong non-linearity. Several approaches for turbulent combustion models
have been thoroughly studied. Flamelet models (Bray et al., 1985; Peters, 1986;
Swaminathan & Bray, 2005) which are reviewed later (Peters, 2000; Veynante &
Vervisch, 2002; Poinsot & Veynante, 2005) are often applied to combustion con-
ditions with large Da numbers, where length scale of flame is smaller than that
of turbulence eddies. For RANS simulations of MILD combustion, a flamelet
approach is employed (Coelho & Peters, 2001; Dally et al., 2004) using Eulerian
Particle Flamelet Model (EPFM) (Barths et al., 2000), where an additional trans-
port equation of the probability of finding a flamelet particle is solved at each
mesh point. Conditional moment closure (CMC) (Klimenko & Bilger, 1999; Bil-
ger et al., 1991) is another closure for non-premixed combustion and later applied
to premixed combustion (Amzin et al., 2012). In CMC, a transport equation of
a conditional averaged quantity is solved, which is integrated with a presumed
Probability Density Function (PDF). Kim et al. (2005) applied a CMC model
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to study flame structure and NO formation of MILD combustion in a combus-
tor which was experimentally studied and reported in Dally et al. (2002). The
transported PDF model (Pope, 1985, 2000) is also a common choice for reaction
rate closure. One of the advantages of this method is that the chemical source
term in the transport equation for the PDF is closed; there is no assumption
concerning the time scales of chemistry relative to the turbulence time scales. A
mean reaction rate model based on EDC (Magnussen, 1981) is widely used for
MILD combustion (Weber et al., 2000; Orsino et al., 2001; Christo & Dally, 2005;
Li & Mi, 2011; Aminian et al., 2011). In EDC, homogeneous combustion is as-
sumed in a fine scale which is related to the size of turbulence energy dissipating
regions, by solving PSR-combustion for an appropriate residence time, and so the
complex chemistry can be used to describe finite rate chemistry. Although the
computational requirement is less with the RANS approach, the validity of the
solution is generally limited by the models, since the scales of turbulent motion
are not explicitly solved and the turbulence effects on the chemical reaction are
implicitly captured via turbulence models. However, commercial CFD codes are
usually based on the RANS context including several closures and approaches
(Cant & Mastorakos, 2008).
1.3.2 Large eddy simulation
Large eddy simulation (LES) is the next level of computational approach for
turbulent reacting flows. In contrast to the RANS approach, LES deals with large
scale motions of turbulence explicitly, whereas the effects of small scale turbulent
motions are modelled using a subgrid scale (SGS) model. Large eddy simulations
deal with instantaneous balance equations which are filtered in terms of space.
Thus, LES can resolve instantaneous flame shapes and eddies in a large scale,
but a subgrid model is still required to take into account the effects of small scale
turbulent motions on mixing and chemical reaction. In practice, similar concepts
for turbulent combustion modelling can be applied for both RANS and LES
(Swaminathan & Bray, 2011), since the balance between the chemical reaction
and the heat/species transport generally takes place on very small scales which
are below the resolved length scale for both approaches (Pitsch, 2006; Cant &
12
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Mastorakos, 2008). Since LES simulates the large scale time resolved motions
explicitly, the computational cost is usually much higher than RANS simulations
and SGS models are still required to take into account the effects of small scale
turbulent motion on combustion (Poinsot & Veynante, 2005). For these reasons,
LES is not widely used for practical purposes, although it is considered as a
near-future industrial CFD tool (Swaminathan & Bray, 2011). For LES of MILD
combustion, a presumed PDF approach with a flamelet library has been applied,
where the PDF is modelled by using β or Dirac delta functions (Ihme & See,
2012), or top-hat PDF (Duwig et al., 2008).
1.3.3 Direct numerical simulation
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is the highest level of simulation for turbulent
reacting flows, in which all the instantaneous fully-compressible Navier-Stokes
equations are solved without using any models for turbulent motions. All-scale
motions are explicitly solved and their effects on chemical reactions and mixing
are captured, in contrast to RANS or LES simulations. On the other hand, DNS
requires a large amount of computational resources; even with the latest high
performance computing, simulations are limited to simple flow configurations
with a small domain size (typically 1–2 cm cube).
Historically, DNS was first carried out for incompressible and non-reacting
flows in 1980’s (Poinsot & Veynante, 2005). In the early 1990’s, fully-compressible
and reactive flows were first solved in the two-dimensional domain using a one-
step chemistry or a complex chemistry including the heat release effect (Rutland
& Ferziger, 1991; Poinsot et al., 1991; Baum et al., 1994). However, given the
three-dimensional nature of turbulence, it is not possible to capture the effects
of turbulence on combustion without three-dimensional DNS. Three-dimensional
combustion DNS started to be used in a few studies in the 1990’s using single-
step (Trouve´ & Poinsot, 1994; Rutland & Cant, 1994; Cant, 1999), two-step
(Swaminathan & Bilger, 1997) and complex mechanisms (Tanahashi et al., 1999,
2000).
Given the computational difficulties, the flame configuration simulated by
DNS is limited to relatively simple canonical combustion compared to the flames
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observed in a practical combustor. The most common configuration for a tur-
bulent premixed flame is a statistically one-dimensional planar flame (Poinsot
et al., 1991; Trouve´ & Poinsot, 1994; Swaminathan & Bilger, 1997; Cant, 1999;
Tanahashi et al., 2000; Grout, 2007; Shim et al., 2011), in which the flame prop-
agates toward the upstream in a turbulent flow field. Therefore, the combustion
in the turbulent planar flame is based on the balance between turbulence and
the chemical reaction since the effect of configuration such as the mean shear
does not exist. Only recently has DNS in relatively complicated configurations
such as lifted, V, Bunsen, and swirl flames become possible (Mizobuchi et al.,
2002; Domingo et al., 2005; Richardson et al., 2010; Dunstan et al., 2012; Mi-
namoto et al., 2011b; Tanaka et al., 2011). In these flames, the presence of the
mean shear on scalar mixing is not inevitable, and the modelling and investiga-
tion becomes more difficult due to this additional complexity, although models
should be tested with such flame configurations as well. Since multiple chemical
species equations can be solved in DNS, combustion DNS of stratified/partially
premixed flames have also been carried out to study the effect of mixture com-
position on the turbulent flame speed (overall burning rate per unit area) (He´lie
& Trouve´, 1998; Domingo & Vervisch, 2007; Grout et al., 2009) and to extend a
modelling approach for premixed flames to partially premixed flames (Malkeson
& Chakraborty, 2010).
Today, DNS is considered as an important tool for the investigations of com-
bustion physics and modelling; the results from this computational approach is
used as much as experimental results. The DNS data is not only used to vali-
date models in terms of a priori testing (Veynante & Vervisch, 2002; Mura et al.,
2008, 2009; Kolla et al., 2009; Chakraborty & Swaminathan, 2010; Malkeson &
Chakraborty, 2010; Yoshikawa et al., 2013), but also studied in a very detailed
manner to improve fundamental understanding of turbulent reacting flows (Tana-
hashi et al., 2000; Chakraborty & Swaminathan, 2007; Malkeson & Chakraborty,
2010; Dunstan et al., 2012; Minamoto et al., 2011b), since all instantaneous quan-
tities are available for all scales. Such simulations with multi-step chemical ki-
netics in three dimensional turbulence have been reviewed by Chen (2011).
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1.4 Aims and objectives
The present work aims to study MILD combustion with an emphasis on de-
tailed investigation into MILD reaction zones and their behaviour. Since a di-
rect measurement of a reaction rate field is not particularly easy in general, the
present investigations rely on numerical simulations. Zero-dimensional or one-
dimensional computations of canonical MILD flames are not sufficient to address
all the issues mentioned above. Thus, the numerical simulation to be performed
should include effects of temporal and spatial inhomogeneity of diluted reactants
in which mixtures autoignite or establish propagating flames. Although two-
dimensional direct simulations have already been conducted (Minamoto et al.,
2011a; van Oijen, 2013), three-dimensionality of turbulence and reaction zone
evolution and their interactions should not be neglected for detailed investiga-
tions. Thus, all the numerical simulation conducted in the present work is based
on three-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) employing a skeletal
mechanism for a methane-air mixture (Smooke & Giovangigli, 1991). The simu-
lated DNS results are analysed and discussed specifically to answer the following
questions based on the above literature review:
1. Are there thin reaction zones or flame fronts in MILD combustion? While
combustion in MILD regime is believed to have no flame fronts (Li et al.,
2010; Aminian et al., 2011), several PLIF images suggest their existence
(Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Medwell, 2007; Duwig et al.,
2012). A visualisation of DNS results on par with the experimental direct
photographs (de Joannon et al., 2000; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Krishna-
murthy et al., 2009) and PLIF images (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir &
Peters, 2001; Dally et al., 2004; Medwell et al., 2007; Duwig et al., 2012)
would be helpful.
2. If flame fronts exist, what is the reaction zone structure like? Are they
represented adequately by a conventional canonical one-dimensional flame?
3. Can MILD combustion be modelled using flamelet? Coelho & Peters (2001)
and Dally et al. (2004) have carried out RANS simulations of MILD com-
bustion using a flamelet-type approach, while an EDC based model has
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been extensively used in previous studies (Weber et al., 2000; Orsino et al.,
2001; Christo & Dally, 2005; Galletti et al., 2007; Li & Mi, 2011; Aminian
et al., 2011).
4. If no thin reaction zones exist, why are reaction zones distributed? Although
the jet Reynolds number is likely to be a high value in order to enhance
mixing in experiments, there may be other mechanisms which contribute to
the uniform nature of MILD combustion.
5. Is there flame propagation, autoignition, or both in MILD combustion? The
concept of MILD combustion clearly suggests a significant role played by
autoignition, but the previous experimental studies suggest the existence of
flame propagation in substantial regions (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir &
Peters, 2001; Dally et al., 2004; Medwell et al., 2007).
6. Considering the answers to all of the above questions, what is a represen-
tative canonical reactor for MILD combustion? Does an appropriate one-
dimensional laminar flame work if flame propagation exists? Is a canonical
PSR more appropriate? Also, can such a canonical reactors be used in con-
junction with a conventional numerical approach to model reaction rate in
a RANS or LES context?
These questions are tackled in this thesis after describing in detail the numer-
ical methodology, configuration and conditions in chapter 2. General features
of simulated MILD and conventional premixed combustion are discussed first,
and then morphological characteristics of reaction zones are investigated in chap-
ter 3. Afterwards, autoignition/flame-propagation behaviour, scalar gradient,
and chemical markers in the MILD reaction zones are discussed in chapters 4 and
5. Based on the results presented in these chapters, a canonical model is proposed
and a priori assessment is carried out using the canonical model and flamelets for
RANS and LES in chapter 6. The conclusions are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Direct Numerical Simulation
A numerical code used for the present DNS is based on SENGA2 (Cant, 2012),
which solves fully compressible equations for continuity, momentum, internal en-
ergy, and species mass fraction for turbulent reacting flows. All the governing
equations are solved on a uniform mesh using a tenth order central difference
scheme which gradually reduces to a fourth order scheme near boundaries. The
integration in time is achieved using a third order Runge-Kutta scheme, although
a fourth order scheme can be used in SENGA2. In this section, the numerical
methodology, configuration and conditions used for the DNS are explained.
2.1 Governing equations
The governing equations to be solved in DNS are the partial differential equa-
tions for fully compressible reacting flows, consisting of equations for the mass
conservation equation:
∂
∂t
ρ+
∂
∂xk
(ρuk) = 0, (2.1)
the Navier-Stokes momentum equations:
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xk
(ρukui) = −
∂
∂xi
p+
∂
∂xk
τki, (2.2)
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the internal energy equation:
∂
∂t
(ρE) +
∂
∂xk
(ρukE) = −
∂
∂xk
(puk)−
∂
∂xk
qk +
∂
∂xk
(τkmum) , (2.3)
and the equation for the mass fraction of species α present in the reacting gas
mixture:
∂
∂t
(ρYα) +
∂
∂xk
(ρukYα) = ωα −
∂
∂xk
(ρVα,kYα) , (2.4)
where Vα,k is the diffusion velocity of species α, and all other symbols have their
usual meaning. The thermal equation of state for the mixture is:
p = ρR0T
N∑
α=1
Yα
Wα
, (2.5)
where R0 is the universal gas constant and N is the total number of species
involved. The stagnation internal energy is defined as:
E =
N∑
α=1
Yαhα −
P
ρ
+
1
2
ukuk, (2.6)
where the enthalpy of species α is defined as:
hα =
∫ T
T0
cp,αdT + h
0
α. (2.7)
The viscous stress tensor is given by:
τki = µ
(
∂uk
∂xi
+
∂ui
∂xk
)
−
2
3
µ
∂um
∂xm
δki, (2.8)
and the heat flux vector by:
qk = −λth
∂T
∂xk
+
N∑
α=1
ρVα,kYαhα. (2.9)
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The species mass fractions and the diffusion velocities must satisfy following com-
patibility conditions:
N∑
α=1
Yα = 1, (2.10)
and
N∑
α=1
Vα,kYα = 0. (2.11)
For a reaction mechanism involving M steps of the form
N∑
α=1
ν ′α,mMα →
N∑
α=1
ν ′′α,mMα, m = 1, . . . ,M (2.12)
the chemical production rate wα for species α is expressed as
ωα =Wα
M∑
m=1
(
ν ′′α,m − ν
′
α,m
)
km(T )
N∏
β=1
c
ν′
β,m
β . (2.13)
where the specific reaction rate coefficient km(T ) is given by the Arrhenius ex-
pression
km(T ) = AmT
nm exp
(
−
Em
R0T
)
, (2.14)
and the concentration cβ of species β is related to mass fraction by
cβ =
ρYβ
Wβ
. (2.15)
For the reaction rates the compatibility condition is
N∑
α=1
ωα = 0. (2.16)
2.2 Thermodynamic and transport properties
For a semi-perfect gas, the molar specific heat capacity at constant pressure, c¯p,α,
is known to depend on temperature (Poinsot & Veynante, 2005). This temper-
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ature dependence is represented in an appropriate manner using a polynomial,
where the polynomial degree is taken to be 5. The polynomial coefficients have
different values for each species α in different temperature intervals. SENGA2
employs the CHEMKIN database format, in which polynomials of degree 5 are
used for two different temperature intervals: for most species the intervals are
0 < T < 1000 K and 1000 < T < 3000 K (Cant, 2012).
The molecular transport coefficients are represented using the relationship
λth
cp
= Aλ
(
T
T0
)r
, (2.17)
where Aλ, r and T0 are constants and λth is the thermal conductivity. Then the
mixture dynamic viscosity is given by:
µ =
λth
cp
Pr, (2.18)
where the mixture Prandtl number, Pr, taken as a constant value of 0.7. The
diffusive mass flux for species α may be represented using Fick’s law as:
ρVα,kYα = −ρDα
∂Yα
∂xk
, (2.19)
where the diffusion coefficient, Dα, for each species is given by:
Dα =
λth
ρcpLeα
, (2.20)
where the Lewis number, Leα, is assumed as constant, and differs for each species.
Applying this Fick’s law does not guarantee that the continuity equation will be
recovered when all N species mass fraction equations are summed. Substituting
equation 2.19 into equation 2.4 and summing over all species yields
∂
∂t
ρ+
∂
∂xk
ρuk =
N∑
α=1
∂
∂xk
ρDα
∂Yα
∂xk
, (2.21)
where the compatibility conditions have been applied as in equations 2.10, 2.11
and 2.16 for the species mass fraction, the diffusion velocities and reaction rates,
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respectively. Clearly, by comparison with the continuity equation (2.1), the quan-
tity on the right hand side is an error term. This term can be removed by making
a slight modification to Fick’s law according to
ρVα,kYα = −ρDα
∂Yα
∂xk
+ ρV
(c)
k Yα, (2.22)
where the correction velocity, V
(c)
k , is given by:
ρV
(c)
k =
N∑
α=1
∂
∂xk
ρDα
∂Yα
∂xk
. (2.23)
2.3 Reaction rate
The chemical production rate, ωα, for species mass fraction is evaluated using
equations 2.13–2.15. The reaction rate of species α is obtained by summation
over all steps in the reaction mechanism as:
ωα = Wα
M∑
m=1
ω¯α,m, m = 1, . . . ,M. (2.24)
Each step in the reaction mechanism may involve one of several possible special
cases.
A forward and backward reaction step is expressed by:
N∑
α=1
ν ′α,mMα ⇋
N∑
α=1
ν ′′α,mMα, (2.25)
and the molar production rate, ω¯α,m, is given by:
ω¯α,m =
(
ν ′′α,m − ν
′
α,m
) [
kf,m(T )
N∏
β=1
c
ν′
β,m
β − kb,m(T )
N∏
β=1
c
ν′′
β,m
β
]
, (2.26)
where kf,m and kb,m are respectively the rate coefficients of forward and backward
reactions, given by equation 2.14, and cβ is the molar concentration given by
equation 2.15. This is the simplest and most common type of reaction step which
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includes forward and backward reactions.
In the cases where a reaction step, m, is of the form
N∑
α=1
ν ′α,mMα +M →
N∑
α=1
ν ′′α,mMα +M, (2.27)
the molar production rate for a species α is given by:
ω¯α,m =
(
ν ′′α,m − ν
′
α,m
)
km(T )cM
N∏
β=1
c
ν′
β,m
β , (2.28)
where the molar concentration of the third body, M , is given by:
cM =
N∑
α=1
ηα,Mcα, (2.29)
where the coefficients ηα,M are the third-body efficiencies for M .
Certain reaction steps may have a fall-off reaction. In the low-pressure limit,
the reaction takes place through:
N∑
α=1
ν ′α,mMα +M →
N∑
α=1
ν ′′α,mMα +M, (2.30)
where a third-body collision is required to provide the energy necessary to main-
tain the reaction. However, in the high-pressure limit, the reaction process is
taken over by the alternate reaction as:
N∑
α=1
ν ′α,mMα →
N∑
α=1
ν ′′α,mMα. (2.31)
In either pressure limit, the description of reaction rate depends on temperature
alone. However, for pressures somewhere between the limits the rate expressions
must depend on pressure as well. This pressure regime is called the fall-off region.
In this case, (+M) is used rather than +M to formally indicate that a reaction
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is pressure-dependent as:
N∑
α=1
ν ′α,mMα(+M)→
N∑
α=1
ν ′′α,mMα(+M), (2.32)
One formulation of a pressure-dependent reaction rate is Lindemann. In Lin-
demann form, both the high (k∞) and the low (k0) pressure limiting rate constant
are taken to be of the Arrhenius form. For pressures, p, in the fall-off regime,
rate constants, kL(T ), are expressed by the curve-fit as:
kL(T ) =
k∞
1 + kfall/cM
, (2.33)
where kfall is the fall-off rate coefficient written as kfall = f∞/k0 and cM is the
third-body concentration.
For MILD combustion, the existence of intermediate species and radicals, and
differential diffusion effects are important (Aminian et al., 2011; van Oijen, 2013).
Therefore, the chemical kinetics of methane-air combustion are modelled using
a skeletal mechanism (Smooke & Giovangigli, 1991) including non-unity Lewis
number effects. The Lewis number of each species and elementary reactions are
listed in tables 1 and 2 in Appendix A. The skeletal mechanism contains 10 re-
versible and 15 irreversible reactions with 15 reactive species (+ N2). The skeletal
mechanism has also been validated against GRI-3.0 mechanism (Smith et al.) in
several flame conditions including MILD conditions, using a commercial software
Cosilab. Basic flame parameters obtained from the skeletal mechanism are com-
parable with the solutions calculated using the GRI-3.0 mechanism. The laminar
unstrained flame speed and the peak temperature, for instance, respectively differ
less than 10% and 3% from GRI-3.0 results for all cases tested. The autoignition
delay time obtained from homogeneous reactor calculation has a maximum dif-
ference of 25% between GRI-3.0 and the skeletal mechanism under the conditions
considered in this work.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the present two-phase strategy. Charac-
teristics of initial and inflowing mixture at the end of Step (iv) explained in
section 2.5.1.
2.4 Configuration and boundary conditions
In practice, it is common to inject fuel and air into either a recirculating flow or a
stream containing products to achieve MILD combustion (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning,
1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004). The diluted
mixture may be preheated significantly using recovered exhaust heat employ-
ing recuperative or regenerative heat exchangers (Suzukawa et al., 1997; Plessing
et al., 1998). Such configurations with high momentum jets have been applied to
achieve an appropriate mixture for MILD combustion in a limited mixing time
(Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998; Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Dally
et al., 2002; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004; Dally et al., 2004; Awosope et al.,
2006; Galleti et al., 2007; Li & Mi, 2011). Although the high jet momentum
typically used in MILD combustors can enhance mixing, a limited mixing time
may result in a spatially and temporally inhomogeneous mixture consisting of
fresh and exhaust gases. The size of these pockets is random and determined by
the turbulence conditions. This inhomogeneous mixture then either autoignites
or establishes a propagating flame depending on the local turbulence and ther-
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Figure 2.2: Numerical configuration of combustion DNS.
mochemical conditions. Such processes of MILD combustion in EGR-type con-
figuration are schematically illustrated in figure 2.1. These processes and the
mixture inhomogeneity effect have to be taken into account in the combustion
DNS for investigations into MILD reaction zones. However, DNS of a complete
MILD combustion system employing such a configuration is not yet feasible be-
cause of the heavy computational cost involved. Thus, the simulation is split into
two phases to mimic the physical processes involved in MILD combustion, under
the assumptions explained above. The first phase, namely mixing DNS, consists
of the construction of a non-uniform mixture field which is consistent with the
required turbulence and MILD combustion condition. The second phase, com-
bustion DNS, is turbulent MILD combustion in a computational domain. The
non-uniform mixture field generated in the mixing DNS is fed into the combustion
DNS domain. These two phases considered in the present DNS are pictorially
shown in figure 2.1 and Steps (ii) and (iv) noted are discussed in the next section.
Note that the present study considers premixed combustion mode, although the
vast majority of applications are non-premixed.
The computational domain considered for combustion DNS (the second phase)
is shown in figure 2.2; this domain has an inflow and non-reflecting outflow
boundary conditions in the x-direction, and periodic conditions in the y and
z-directions. The non-reflecting boundary conditions are specified according to
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the Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Condition (NSCBC) formalism with
Local One-Dimensional Inviscid (LODI) approximation (Poinsot & Lele, 1992;
Jenkins & Cant, 1999). The initial mixture field inside the cubic computational
domain and the mixture flowing into this domain are carefully preprocessed to
include the mixture inhomogeneity effect based on the physical process explained
in the previous paragraph. Such mixture fields are constructed using a method
explained in section 2.5 for MILD cases. The preprocessed mixture field contain-
ing pockets of exhaust and fresh gases is fed at an average velocity of Uin from the
inflow boundary located at x = 0 of the computational domain. On the inflow
boundary, turbulent velocity u, mass fractions Yi of species i and temperature T
are specified using preprocessed fields, uˆ, Yˆi and Tˆ , for MILD combustion cases
as:
u(x = 0, y, z, t) = uˆ[x(t), y, z] + Uin, (2.34)
Yi(x = 0, y, z, t) = Yˆi[x(t), y, z], (2.35)
T (x = 0, y, z, t) = Tˆ [x(t), y, z], (2.36)
where x(t) denotes the x location of a scanning plane at time t; this scanning
plane is moving at a velocity of Uin through the preprocessed fields. The method
to construct these preprocessed fields is described in the next section. For the
DNS of conventional turbulent premixed combustion, only the turbulent velocity
field u is preprocessed, and the species mass fraction and temperature at the
inflow boundary are set to be constant values, as in a standard practice. These
constant values correspond to the initial mixture composition.
2.5 Preprocessing of initial and inflow fields
2.5.1 MILD combustion
The desired inhomogeneous fields, uˆ, Yˆi and Tˆ , are obtained for DNS of MILD
combustion following the steps given below.
Step (i) A turbulent velocity field is generated in a preliminary DNS of freely
decaying, homogeneous isotropic turbulence in a periodic domain.
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The flow field is first initialised based on an energy spectrum (Batch-
elor & Townsend, 1948) as in (Rogallo, 1981). After the initialisa-
tion, the simulation is continued until the velocity derivative skew-
ness reaches an approximately constant value of -0.5 representing a
fully developed turbulence field and desirable turbulence intensity is
achieved.
Step (ii) A one-dimensional laminar flame freely propagating into a reactant
mixture of a desired MILD condition is calculated using the skeletal
mechanism (Smooke & Giovangigli, 1991). The reactants are diluted
with products of fully burnt mixture (XH2O : XCO2 = 2 : 1), and the
molar fraction of O2 in the reactant mixture XO2,r is matched with
the desired dilution level. Thermochemical properties of these laminar
flames are described in section 2.6.
Step (iii) An initial artificial inhomogeneous scalar field is obtained by specify-
ing a scalar-energy spectrum function as in Eswaran & Pope (1987).
A technique similar to this is also used in a previous study (Sankaran
et al., 2005). This field is taken as the initial reaction progress vari-
able, defined as cY = 1−YCH4/YCH4,r, taking values between 0 and 1.
The same cY field shown in figure 2.5a is used for all the MILD cases.
The fuel (CH4) mass fraction is YCH4 and the subscript, r, denotes the
reactant mixture. The flame solution from Step (ii) is then mapped
to this cY field to obtain the inhomogeneous species mass fraction
fields, and the elevated temperature is set to a constant value of Tm
to be specified later. Note that under this assumption, the enthalpy is
not conserved during the mixing DNS. However, such nearly-constant
temperature and fluctuating species fields before combustion may be
observed in MILD combustor employing recuperative or regenerative
heat exchangers to heat up a mixture between exhaust gases, air, and
fuel (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001). The fluctuations
in these species mass fraction fields do not yet have any correlation
with the turbulence obtained in Step (i).
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Step (iv) These species mass fraction and turbulence fields are then allowed to
evolve in a periodic domain to mimic the EGR-mixing without any
chemical reaction. This mixing DNS — allowing the scalar fields to
develop correlations with the turbulence — is run for about one large
eddy time, ℓ0/v
′, which is much shorter than the autoignition delay
time for the respective mixture summarised in table 2.1 in the next
section. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the turbulent fluctuations
obtained in Step (i) is v′ and its integral length scale is ℓ0. The inter-
nal energy equation is also solved in this step to mimic the evolution
of temperature during the mixing process; this creates a maximum
temperature fluctuation of about 2% of the mean value, Tm, for the
cases considered in this work. The detailed mixture conditions and
features of the preprocessed field are respectively explained in sec-
tions 2.6 and 2.7. Note that the species in exhaust gas pockets are
not in chemical equilibrium in these steps to simplify the problem of
the present work.
2.5.2 Conventional Premixed combustion
The initial scalar field for the conventional premixed combustion DNS is con-
structed by mapping a laminar flamelet solution onto the DNS domain, where
x-direction is the coordinate normal to the flame. The laminar flamelet used for
the conventional premixed combustion case is explained in section 2.6. The ini-
tial turbulent velocity field is preprocessed using the same method as in Step (i),
explained in section 2.5.1 for MILD combustion DNS. The turbulent velocity field
is then mapped onto the DNS domain by assuming constant mass flux through
the flame (Cant, 2012).
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2.6 Simulation conditions
2.6.1 Introduction of Flames and MILD Flame Elements
The one-dimensional unstrained laminar flames used in the initial field construc-
tion described in section 2.5 are named Flames A and B for MILD cases, and
Flame C for the conventional premixed case. Their temperature profiles are
shown in Figure 2.3, and thermochemical properties are summarised in Table 2.1.
The mole fraction of the species α in reactants Xα,r shows the dilution level of
the mixture. The laminar flame speed SL is based on the integral of the burning
rate across the flame brush (Poinsot & Veynante, 2005):
SL = −
1
ρrYCH4,r
∫ +∞
−∞
ωCH4dx. (2.37)
The laminar flame speed is a few metres per second because of the high reactant
temperature for MILD conditions. The flame thermal thickness δth is calculated
as δth = (Tp − Tr)/|∇T |max.
These flame quantities are computed using 1D version of SENGA2 and these
values are close to those obtained using the PREMIX code (Kee et al., 1985)
and Cosilab (COSILAB, 2007). When the reactant temperature is larger than
its autoignition temperature the value of SL may depend on the computational
domain size, and the values in table 2.1 are computed using a domain size of
10 mm, which is the largest length employed for the DNS computations (see next
subsection). These laminar flames are also computed using a 40 mm domain,
but the difference between the results of 10 and 40 mm domains in SL and δth is
around 5% of the values in table 2.1. Since SL may not be unique (Habisreuther
et al., 2013) for Tr > Tign, retaining the computational domain size allows one to
have a basis for a meaningful analyses. For these reasons, SL given in table 2.1
for reactants with Tr > Tign must be read with caution. The autoignition de-
lay time τign given in table 2.1 is computed using a zero-dimensional, constant
pressure homogeneous reactor and employing the maximum temperature gradi-
ent criterion. The presence of turbulence can alter the balance among unsteady
evolution, reaction and diffusion processes locally leading to a change in ignition
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Figure 2.3: One-dimensional flames for the MILD and conventional premixed
combustion cases.
Table 2.1: Summary of laminar flame properties. Units are Kelvin (K), me-
ters/second (m/s), millimetres (mm) and milliseconds (ms).
XCH4,r XO2,r XH2O,r XCO2,r Tr Tp SL δth τign
Flame A 0.019 0.048 0.121 0.061 1500 1865 3.20 0.69 4.968
Flame B 0.014 0.035 0.132 0.066 1500 1775 2.15 0.94 6.710
Flame C 0.078 0.194 0.0 0.0 600 2179 1.18 0.37 -
MIFE A 0.0095 0.0349 0.136 0.064 1500 1692 2.62 1.00 5.420
MIFE B 0.0060 0.0248 0.143 0.068 1500 1624 1.66 1.29 6.960
delay time compared to the PSR model value. This is not considered here and
thus the value of τign given in table 2.1 is only for guidance purposes, and one
must use a partially stirred reactor (PaSR) model to include turbulence effects.
The PaSR will obviously introduce some uncertainties due to modelling involved
in that approach.
Flame C is a classical premixed flame, which is indicated by the large temper-
ature rise seen in figure 2.3 and the reactant mole fractions listed in table 2.1. In
contrast, the temperature rise across the laminar flames with the diluted and pre-
heated mixtures is observed to be relatively small, about 370 K for the Flame A
and 290 K for the Flame B. This is typical of MILD combustion.
Spatial variations of species mass fraction in the inflowing mixture fields are
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inevitable when the MILD combustion occurs in three dimensions, and it is not
possible to represent this spatial variation in a representative 1D laminar flame.
Indeed, the effect of the additional dilution resulting from the spatial variation
reduces the burnt mixture temperature in the turbulent cases by almost 150 K
compared to the respective laminar Flames A and B. To account for the dilution
effect even for laminar flames, the mass fractions of major species in the reactant
mixture are computed based on the volume average of the respective species in
the preprocessed DNS initial field obtained in Step (iv) described in section 2.5.1.
A laminar flame having these reactant mixtures is named MILD Flame Element
(MIFE) in this study. As one would expect, this averaging yields significantly
smaller oxygen mole fraction values as noted in Table 2.1 for MIFEs A and B
compared to the Flames A and B. Also, the burnt mixture temperature, Tp, is
only about 27 K larger than the DNS values (this is the maximum difference
observed). A detailed analysis of MIFE is performed in Appendix B. For these
reasons, MIFEs are taken to be representative canonical candidates for the MILD
combustion cases investigated in this study, and their thermochemical attributes
listed in Table 2.1 are used to normalise the respective DNS results. For example,
length, gradient of reaction progress variable and reaction rate are respectively
normalised using δth, 1/δth and ρrSL/δth. The normalised quantities are denoted
using a superscript “+”.
2.6.2 Turbulence and thermochemical conditions
The velocity and scalar fields, preprocessed as described in the previous subsec-
tion, are used as the initial and inflow fields in the three-dimensional combustion
DNS. Three cases having MILD conditions (Cases A1, A2 and B1) and one hav-
ing a conventional premixed condition (Case C) are considered for this study
as summarised in Table 2.2. The preprocessed mixture for Cases A1 and A2 is
based on Flame A, and that for Case B1 is based on Flame B. Thus, Case A1 and
Case A2 have the same dilution level. Also turbulence level for Cases A1 and B1
is very close, since the identical turbulent velocity field generated in Step (i) in
section 2.5 is used for the preprocessing for these two cases. All of these combus-
tion conditions have an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.8 under atmospheric pressure.
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The iginition temperature is 1100 K for this lean methane-air mixture, which is
obtained based on PSR calculations with 1 s residence time. The inlet and ini-
tial mixture temperatures are set to be Tm ≈ 1500 K for the MILD combustion
cases, which is comparable to that used in the previous study (Suzukawa et al.,
1997). This inlet temperature and the dilution level used in the present DNS
show that the combustion conditions for Cases A1–B1 are strictly in the MILD
regime as shown in figure 1.2. The reactant temperature for the conventional
turbulent premixed combustion, Case C, is set to be 600 K. The maximum XmaxO2,r
and averaged 〈XO2,r〉 molar fractions of oxygen in the reactant mixtures given for
the MILD cases show that they are nearly an order of magnitude smaller than
for the conventional premixed case, Case C, indicating high dilution level. The
dilution level for MILD cases is comparable with the previous studies (Katsuki
& Hasegawa, 1998; de Joannon et al., 2000; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004). The
Zel’dovich thickness is obtained as:
δF =
λth,r
ρrcp,r
1
SL
, (2.38)
where λth,r and cp,r are respectively the thermal conductivity and specific heat
capacity at constant pressure in the reactant mixture. The mean 〈ξ〉 and sto-
ichiometric ξst mixture fraction values for the different cases are also given in
table 2.2. The RMS turbulent velocity fluctuations and the integral length scale
of the initial turbulence field are denoted respectively as u′ and l0 in table 2.2.
The Reynolds numbers based on the longitudinal integral length scale Rel0
and Taylor microscale Reλ are varied respectively from 67 to 96 and from 25 to
33 for the MILD cases, where the RMS turbulent velocity fluctuation u′ is used
as a characteristic velocity scale. In the previous experimental studies of MILD
combustion, only jet Reynolds number Rejet is reported and ranges between 2500–
8800 (Oldenhof et al., 2011), about 9300 (Duwig et al., 2012), and 5000–15000
(Medwell, 2007). However, both Rel0 and Rejet are reported or can be calcu-
lated for several jet flame experiments (not MILD), and their relation is shown
in figure 2.4a. Based on these reported values, Rel0 for typical laboratory scale
MILD combustors is estimated, and they are comparable to Rel0 of the present
DNS conditions for MILD combustion. For Cases A1 and B1, there is a strong
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Table 2.2: turbulent combustion conditions.
XmaxO2,r 〈XO2,r〉 〈ξ〉 ξst Uin/SL u
′/SL l0/δF l0/δth Rel0 (λ) Da Ka
Case A1 0.048 0.035 0.011 0.014 9.6 6.26 10.8 1.48 96.2 (32.6) 1.72 4.78
Case A2 0.048 0.035 0.011 0.014 9.6 3.80 12.3 1.70 67.0 (25.6) 3.25 2.11
Case B1 0.035 0.025 0.008 0.010 15.1 9.88 6.8 1.15 96.1 (32.6) 0.69 11.9
Case C 0.194 0.194 0.044 0.055 3.0 2.19 12.3 2.11 38.5 (17.6) 5.64 0.92
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possibility that local reacting mixtures are convected towards outside the inlet
boundary since Uin ∼ u
′ as in table 2.2. However, the results described in the
later chapters are unduly influenced by this effect which is assessed by comparing
the results of lower turbulence case (Case A2) and the other MILD cases. Note
that the turbulence level for the conventional premixed combustion case is delib-
erately set to be a small value. This is due to the intention to compare MILD
combustion and conventional premixed combustion with large Damko¨hler and
small Karlovitz number conditions (Peters, 2000). The Damko¨hler and Karlovitz
numbers are defined as Da = (l0/δF )/(u
′/SL) and Ka ≈ (u
′/SL)
3/2(l0/δF )
−1/2
respectively. Using the classical turbulent combustion regime diagram (Peters,
2000), the first three cases, Cases A1, A2 and B1, are in the thin-reaction zones
regime, and Case C is near the border between the thin-reaction zones and cor-
rugated flamelets regimes. Note that the regime diagram for MILD combustion
might not be as representative as for conventional premixed combustion, due to
the presence of autoignition and the distributed nature that do not necessar-
ily require very high turbulent flows for generation of distributed reaction zones.
Case A1 and Case A2 have the same dilution level but differ in the turbulence con-
ditions of the inflowing mixture. The turbulence Reynolds numbers for Case A1
and Case B1 are almost the same but these cases have different dilution levels.
The computational domain has dimensions of Lx × Ly × Lz = 10.0 × 10.0 ×
10.0 mm3 for Cases A1, A2 and B1, and Lx × Ly × Lz = 10.0 × 5.0 × 5.0 mm
3
for the conventional premixed flame, Case C. If the computational domain is
normalised using δth of the respective laminar flame, L
+
x × L
+
y × L
+
z = 10.0
3 for
Cases A1 and A2, 7.73 for Case B1, and 26.7 × 13.4 × 13.4 for Case C. These
domains are discretised using 512× 512× 512 mesh points for Cases A1 and A2,
384 × 384 × 384 mesh points for Case B1, and 512 × 256 × 256 mesh points for
Case C. These meshes ensure that there are at least 15 mesh points inside the
thermal thickness, δth, and at least 2 mesh points inside the Kolmogorov length
scale.
The simulations of the MILD cases were run for 1.5 flow-through times before
collecting data for statistical analysis. This ensured that the initial transients
had left the domain. The flow-through time τD is defined as the mean convection
time, Lx/Uin, from the inflow to the outflow boundary. The simulations were
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Turbulence conditions in the past experimental studies of jet
flames. © : Chen et al. (1996), △ : Duwig et al. (2007),  : Buschmann et al.
(1996), and × : Pfadler et al. (2008). (b) Turbulent combustion regime diagram
(Peters, 2000). © : Case A1, △ : Case A2,  : Case B1, and × : Case C.
then continued for one additional flow-through time and 80 data sets (all the
primitive variables) were collected. For the Case C, 93 data sets were collected
over a time of 0.56τD after allowing one flow-through time for initial transients to
exit the computational domain. These simulations have been run on Cray XE6
systems using 4096 cores with a wall-clock time of about 120 hours for Case A1
and Case A2, which have the largest number of mesh points in MILD cases, and
using 16384 cores with 80 hours of wall-clock time for Case C.
2.7 Results of preprocessed fields
Spatial variation of cY field obtained from the scalar energy spectrum in Step (iii)
and its PDF (red dashed line) are shown in figure 2.5. It is clearly shown that
the cY field has a typical bimodal distribution at this stage, because variation
of mixture composition is based on the respective laminar flame solution. The
PDF of cY in the preprocessed field obtained in Step (iv) is shown in figure 2.5b
for Case A1 (solid line), Case A2 (dashed line), and Case B1 (dash-dotted line).
Although the PDF of the progress variable cY field obtained in Step (iii) shows
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Figure 2.5: (a) Spatial variation of cY field at a mid x-y plane obtained in Step
(iii). (b) PDF of cY field. Red dashed line: initial field of mixing DNS obtained
in Step (iii), solid line: preprocessed inhomogeneous field to be used for Case A1,
dashed line: Case A2, and dash-dotted line: Case B1. Note that the PDF of
initial mixing DNS field (red dashed line) is multiplied by a factor of 0.1.
a typical bimodal shape, the turbulent mixing and molecular diffusion processes
that have occurred during Step (iv) yield samples with intermediate values, 0 <
cY < 1. The PDFs of the cY field obtained in Step (iv) show that a substantial
portion of mixture is well mixed after these procedures, while there are local
mixture pockets which still have either fresh or exhaust gases.
Spatial variations of the scalar fields obtained at the end of Step (iv) are also
shown for cY , YˆO2, YˆH2O, and YˆOH in figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, to be used respec-
tively for Cases A1, A2 and B1. The species have evolved with the turbulence
during the mixing DNS resulting in an inhomogeneous mixture of reactants and
products. Radicals and intermediate species also exist and are partially mixed
in the domain to represent an EGR-type mixture. It is clearly shown in the pre-
processed fields that the mass fraction of O2 is lower than the H2O mass fraction
accordingly to the dilution level summarised in table 2.2. Despite the use of the
same shape of initial cY field obtained in Step (iii), two turbulence velocity fields
yield different inhomogeneous mixture fields as shown in a comparison of the pre-
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processed cY field for Cases A1 (figure 2.6a) and A2 (figure 2.7a). A comparison
of the preprocessed field between Cases A1 (figure 2.6) and B1 (figure 2.8) shows
that the dilution level also affects the mixing process.
After the preprocessing procedures described in section 2.5, the mean and
variance of the preprocessed cY field are respectively 〈cY 〉 ≈ 0.50 and 〈c
′2
Y 〉 ≈ 0.09
for all MILD cases considered for this study. In the preprocessed mixture field, the
Bilger’s mixture fraction (Bilger et al., 1990) has a variation of around ±5% of the
mean value, 〈ξ〉. The equivalence ratio— obtained using φ = (1−ξst)ξ/[(1−ξ)ξst],
where ξst is the stoichiometric mixture fraction— gives a mean value of 〈φ〉 = 0.8
for all the cases considered in this study. The calculation of the mixture fraction
is based on a boundary condition in which the air diluted with products to a
desired level of oxygen is fed from the air stream, while pure fuel is fed from
the fuel stream. The preprocessed partially premixed mixture fields of fresh and
exhaust gases are essential to simulate a MILD combustion field on a par with
those observed in laboratory scale MILD combustors.
From the following chapters, the data sets from the DNS are analysed to
address the objectives of this thesis outlined in the introduction.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.6: Spatial variations of initial field (a) cY , (b) YˆO2 , (c) YˆH2O, and (d)
YˆOH at the mid x-y plane obtained in Step (iv) for Case A1.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.7: Spatial variations of initial field (a) cY , (b) YˆO2, (c) YˆH2O, and (d)
YˆOH at the mid x-y plane obtained in Step (iv) for Case A2.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.8: Spatial variations of initial field (a) cY , (b) YˆO2 , (c) YˆH2O, and (d)
YˆOH at the mid x-y plane obtained in Step (iv) for Case B1.
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Chapter 3
Structure and Morphology of
MILD Reaction Zones
Through understanding of reaction zones evolving in turbulence is necessary for
turbulent combustion modelling. In this chapter, reaction zone structure, mor-
phology of reaction zones as well as general features of the simulated MILD com-
bustion are discussed for further investigations which are followed afterwards.
3.1 General features of MILD combustion
Volume rendered temperature fields for the simulated conventional premixed com-
bustion (Case C) and MILD combustion (Case B1) cases are shown in figure 3.1.
These snap shots are taken at t = 1.5τD looking through the z-direction. Here,
since the same colour map and opacity are used, the two images may be com-
pared directly as is often done for direct photographs of turbulent flames. As
shown in figure 3.1a, flame fronts are observed in the conventional premixed
combustion case, clearly suggesting a strong gradient across the flame. However,
there is no visible flame front observed in MILD combustion as in figure 3.1b.
Similar observations based on direct photographs have been reported in previous
studies (de Joannon et al., 2000; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Krishnamurthy et al.,
2009). Such “colourless” combustion is the reason why MILD combustion is often
referred to as “flameless” combustion. The comparison of the simulated combus-
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of volume rendered temperature field of (a) conventional
turbulent premixed and (b) MILD combustion from the present DNS cases.
tion modes seems to support the non-appearance of thin flame fronts in MILD
combustion.
Probability Density Functions (PDF) of reaction progress variable, cT = (T −
Tr)/(Tp − Tr), are shown in figure 3.2. The sampling locations, x
+ = 7.48,
17.5 and 25.9, respectively correspond to c˜T = 0.07, 0.66 and 0.94. The PDFs
for Case C in figure 3.2a show typical bimodal behaviour of progress variable
in conventional premixed combustion. The PDFs have sharp peaks at cT ∼ 0
and/or cT ∼ 1, and the probability of finding intermediate values is close to zero
for all the x-locations, ensuring thin reaction zones with a strong scalar gradient.
However, the PDFs for the MILD cases shown in figures 3.2b–3.2d reveal neither
such sharp peaks nor bimodal behaviour in most streamwise locations. The PDF
at x+ = 0.30, which is near the inlet boundary, shows a relatively sharp peak at
around cT = 0.05, indicating that the unburnt gas is predominant at this region.
At x+ = 2.9 in Case B1, the PDF shows a plateau at 0.2 ≤ cT ≤ 0.7, suggesting
distributed combustion, which may be very hard to model using a flamelet type
approach. As the sampling location goes further down-stream, the probability of
finding burnt gases becomes high, although the PDF distribution is still relatively
broad compared to the PDF for the conventional premixed case.
The PDFs of cT are represented reasonably well by using a presumed PDF
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Figure 3.2: PDF of reaction progress variable (thick grey line) based on temper-
ature at various x+ locations for (a) Case C, (b) Case A1, (c) Case A2, and (d)
Case B1. The PDF calculated based on the β-function is also shown (dashed
line).
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Figure 3.3: (a) Typical PDF of normalised OH mass fraction Y ∗OH at various x
+
locations for Case B1. (b) Typical PDF of cT for Case A1 (solid line), Case A2
(dashed line), and Case B1 (dash-dotted line). The sampling locations are x+ =
4.1 for Cases A1 and A2, and x+ = 2.9 for Case B1.
based on the β-function as shown in figures 3.2a–3.2d for both the conventional
and MILD cases. Here, the presumed PDF P (ξ) is constructed as:
P (ξ) =
ξr−1(1− ξ)s−1
Ib
, (3.1)
Ib =
∫ 1
0
ξr−1(1− ξ)s−1dξ =
Γ(r)Γ(s)
Γ(r + s)
, (3.2)
r = c˜T
(
c˜T
1− c˜T
c˜′′2T
− 1
)
, s = r
1− c˜T
c˜T
, (3.3)
where c˜T is Favre average of cT , and c
′′
T is its fluctuation. The Reynolds and Favre
averages of any field f are respectively denoted as f¯ and f˜ , which are calculated
as:
f¯(x) =
1
NtNyNz
Nt∑
n=1
Ny∑
j=1
Nz∑
k=1
f(x; j, k, n), (3.4)
and
f˜ =
ρf
ρ¯
, (3.5)
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where Nt is the number of data sets collected over the sampling period. The
presumed PDF is discussed and applied in section 6.3.1.
The PDF of normalised OH mass fraction, Y ∗OH = (YOH−YOH,min)/(YOH,max−
YOH,min), is shown for Case B1 in figure 3.3a. Compared with the PDF of cT for
the same case, the OH mass fraction field exhibits relatively bimodal distribution.
The sharp PDF peaks and a small probability density for intermediate values show
that the spatial extent of the regions where OH production is intense is very small,
which suggests the existence of thin reaction zones for the MILD case. Thin and
distributed natures of MILD reaction zones are discussed in section 3.5 later in
this chapter.
The statistical behaviour observed for cY = 1− YCH4/YCH4,r is quite different
from cT , as in figure 3.3b. The PDF shows large probability density of the
finding burnt gas, although the chosen sampling locations are in the middle of the
domain where the temperature is still not close to Tp statistically (see figure 3.2).
The sharp PDF peak for cY suggests that CH4 is consumed quickly, due to the
existence of chemically-active radicals and the low CH4 level. The sharp peak
and the small probability of finding intermediate values imply that the cY field
has larger gradients than cT at reaction zones, which is discussed in section 5.2.
3.2 Instantaneous fields
Iso-surfaces of normalised reaction rate ω+cT of cT , calculated as ωcT = Q˙/cp(Tr −
Tp), is shown in figure 3.4, where Q˙ is the heat release rate and cp is the spe-
cific heat capacity of the mixture. As clearly shown in figure 3.4a, the intense
reaction rate regions are bounded by the two iso-surfaces narrowly one another
for the conventional combustion case. This suggests thin sheet reaction zones,
which are typical for conventional premixed flames under high Da conditions,
and are the basis of flamelet approaches (Peters, 2000). The reaction rate iso-
surfaces in figure 3.4 show the length scales of the fluctuations, although the
relatively uniform combustion nature with no evident gradient is suggested in
the previous and present studies (de Joannon et al. (2000); O¨zdemir & Peters
(2001); Krishnamurthy et al. (2009) and figure 3.1b). The MILD reaction zones
shown in figure 3.4 are generally highly convoluted, and they seem to spread out
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in a substantial volume of the domain, unlike the conventional combustion case.
Although the Da number for the present conventional case is higher than the
MILD cases, conventional planar premixed turbulent flames under comparable
Da (= (l0/u
′)/(δF/SL)) conditions to the present MILD cases show thin sheet
like reaction zones with occasional interactions (Trouve´ & Poinsot, 1994). The
degree of iso-surface wrinkling observed in the MILD combustion cases shown in
figures 3.4b–3.4d suggests the existence of frequent reaction zones interactions.
The mixture reacts as soon as it enters the domain in the MILD case due to
the high temperature inlet condition, and this is signified by the high iso-surface
density near the inflow boundary as seen in figures 3.4b–3.4d. The iso-surface
becomes more sparse towards the outflow boundary.
In order to carry out visual examinations of reaction zones in detail, the
variation of the reaction rate ω+cT is shown in 2D slices (x-y and y-z planes) for
the conventional premixed case (left column in figure 3.5), Cases A1 and A2
(figure 3.6), and Case B1 (figure 3.7). For the conventional premixed case, the
reaction zones (eg. coloured area) are generally thin, giving a typical thickness
of about δth as shown in figure 3.5. Due to the corrugated flame shape and flame
displacement, reaction zones interact occasionally as shown in figure 3.5d. Such
reaction zone behaviour is typical for conventional turbulent premixed combustion
under large Da conditions (Trouve´ & Poinsot, 1994).
Frequent reaction zone interactions are observed in the 2D slices of the reaction
rate contours shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7 for the MILD cases. Interacting reaction
zones have a typical thickness of about 2–3 δth, while reaction zones with a
thickness of about δth are also observed in non-interacting regions. The x-y slices
of the reaction rate field show that the intense reaction rate regions occupy a
substantial volume at relatively upstream regions (x ≤ 0.5Lx) for the MILD cases.
The volume seems to decrease in the downstream regions for Cases A1 and A2.
However, figure 3.7a shows that the convoluted reaction zones in Case B1 reach
the downstream boundary frequently, ensuring volumetric combustion spreading
out a larger portion of the domain under the high dilution condition.
The composition of a local mixture affects local propagation characteristics
and ignitability of the mixture, and non-uniformity of the mixture composition
eventually causes convolutions of reaction zones unlike in conventional combus-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Reaction rate iso-surface of ω+cT = 1.0 for the conventional premixed
case (a), and ω+cT = 2.0 for the MILD cases: (b) Case A1, (c) Case A2, and (d)
Case B1. Note that only 5.3 ≤ x+ ≤ 22.2 of the computational domain is shown
for Case C. All snapshots are taken at t = 1.5τD.
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tion. A comparison between the conventional and one MILD combustion cases,
Cases C and A2, shows that the MILD reaction zones are highly convoluted,
despite that the Da conditions are relatively similar one another. This suggests
that reaction zone convolutions observed in the MILD case are not caused solely
by interactions between strong turbulence and reaction zones, but also by the
non-uniformity of a mixture and subsequent interactions between reaction zones.
Importance of the mixture non-uniformity effect is also suggested in a comparison
of Cases A1 and A2, whose dilution levels are the same but different turbulence
conditions. The degrees of overall reaction zone convolutions do not seem to differ
significantly between the two cases.
The effect of turbulence and reaction zone interactions is also shown by a
comparison of Cases A1 and B1. As mentioned in section 2.6, the identical
turbulent velocity field is used in the mixing DNS for Cases A1 and B1, but
Case B1 has the higher dilution condition. As a result, Case B1 has higher Da
and lower Ka than Case A1. The reaction zones in Case B1 (figures 3.7a, 3.7d
and 3.7g) seem to have the highest degree of reaction zone convolutions among
the MILD combustion cases, due to the low Da condition. Thus, interactions
between turbulence and reaction zones are still important for MILD combustion,
although reaction zone interactions are emphasized above.
The progress variables, cT and cY , are also shown in the same slices in fig-
ures 3.5–3.7. For the conventional premixed case, both cT and cY fields show
typical thin reaction zones with a rapid increase of the progress variable across
the flame in figure 3.4a. Among them, the gradient of cY seems to be larger than
gradient of cT . This is partly due to the effect of non-unity Lewis numbers; heat
release is distributed among many species, and so is more spread out in space
because of differential diffusion compared to the single species CH4.
For the MILD cases, both cT and cY fields seem to reflect the convolutions
of reaction zones. Due to the size of computational domain and the moderate
cT increase suggested by the PDF of cT in figure 3.2, the temperature continues
to increase at the outflow boundary. However, CH4 is quickly consumed to yield
cY = 1 at downstream regions (eg. x ≥ 0.5Lx) due to the existence of chemically-
active radicals and the low CH4 level available for combustion. Such behaviour of
cY is ensured by the PDF of cY shown in figure 3.3b. For these reasons, the slope
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of cT is smaller than that of cY throughout the computational domain. Behaviour
of cT and cY gradients is discussed in detail in section 5.2.
A comparison of the progress variable fields between the conventional pre-
mixed case and MILD cases shows that the gradients of cT and cY in the MILD
cases do not seem as large as those in the conventional premixed case, where the
regions of rapid production of cT and cY are confined in very narrow regions.
Although a detailed analysis on scalar gradient behaviour is carried out in chap-
ter 5, these results based on the visual examination of instantaneous fields show
the significant differences in reaction zones between the conventional premixed
and MILD cases.
The variations of species mass fractions, YH2O, YCO2 and YOH, are also shown
in the same slices only for Case B1 in figure 3.8. The product mass fraction
YH2O variation seem to be qualitatively similar to cY (figures 3.7c, 3.7f and 3.7i).
The other product mass fraction field YCO2, however, shows a patchy appearance
of high YCO2 regions as in figures 3.8e and 3.8h, compared to YH2O field. The
difference of behaviours between two product species mass fraction fields may be
due to the effect of non-unity Lewis numbers and the use of complex chemistry
in the DNS. The 2D slices of YOH show that the regions where YOH increases
rapidly (YOH ∼ 7.3× 10
−4, green colour) exist in relatively narrow area (compare
figures 3.7b and 3.8a) (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Dally et al.,
2004; Medwell, 2007; Duwig et al., 2012), as suggested in figure 3.3a. This shows
thin reaction zones unlike the temperature field in the same plane, as reported
in previous experimental studies (Plessing et al., 1998; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001).
Two y-z slices of YOH shown in figures 3.8f and 3.8i suggest a patchy appearance
of OH radicals, which also has been observed in the OH PLIF images in a previous
study (Dally et al., 2004). However, such visual examinations are not sufficient
to draw conclusions on reaction zone structures, especially to answer whether the
reaction zones are still flamelet or non-flamelet like. More rigorous analysis on
this issue is carried out in sections 3.4 and 5.3.
Contours of cT and ω
+
cT
are shown together in figure 3.9 to gain closer under-
standing of the temperature and heat release rate fields. For the conventional
premixed case, the cT = 0.6 contour bounded closely by the two iso-contours of
ω+cT = 1.0 indicates that the heat release rate always peaks at around cT = 0.6.
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mid x-y plane
(a) (b) (c)
y-z plane (x+ = 11.0)
(d) (e) (f)
y-z plane (x+ = 16.6)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3.5: Spatial variations of ω+cT (a, d, g), cT (b, e, h) and cY (c, f, i) in a
mid x-y plane (a–c), and a y-z plane at x+ = 11.0 (d–f) and x+ = 16.6 (g–i).
Snapshots are taken at t = 1.5τD for Case C.
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mid x-y plane
(a) (b) (c)
y-z plane (x+ = 3.3 = Lx/3)
(d) (e) (f)
mid x-y plane
(g) (h) (i)
y-z plane (x+ = 3.3 = Lx/3)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 3.6: Spatial variations of ω+cT (a, d, g, j), cT (b, e, h, k) and cY (c, f, i, l)
in a mid x-y plane (a–c, g–i), and y-z plane at x+ = 3.3 (d–f, j–l) for Case A1
(a–f) and Case A2 (g–l). Snapshots are taken at t = 1.5τD.
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mid x-y plane
(a) (b) (c)
y-z plane (x+ = 2.6 = 1
3
Lx)
(d) (e) (f)
y-z plane (x+ = 5.2 = 2
3
Lx)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3.7: Spatial variations of ω+cT (a, d, g), cT (b, e, h) and cY (c, f, i) in a
mid x-y plane (a–c), and y-z planes at x+ = 2.6 (d–f) and 5.2 (g–i). Snapshots
are taken at t = 1.5τD for Case B1.
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mid x-y plane
(a) (b) (c)
y-z plane (x+ = 2.6 = Lx/3)
(d) (e) (f)
y-z plane (x+ = 5.2 = 2Lx/3)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3.8: Spatial variations of YH2O (a, d, g), YCO2 (b, e, h) and YOH (c, f, i) in
a mid x-y plane (a–c), and y-z planes at x+ = 2.6 (d–f) and 5.2 (g–i). Snapshots
are taken at t = 1.5τD for Case B1.
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A previous study reports that the reaction rate reaches to a maximum value at
cT ≈ 0.6 for CH4-air laminar flame, when a multi-step mechanism is considered
in simulations (Swaminathan et al., 2001). The conventional premixed flame
considered here clearly exhibits the one of flamelet combustion characteristics.
For the MILD cases, the contours do not show such a consistent trend of the
correlation between cT and ω
+
cT
. The intense reaction rate regions (eg. those
surrounded by the ω+cT = 2.0 contours for Cases A1 and A2, and by the ω
+
cT
= 3.5
contours for Cases B1) locate at any cT . These regions are locally thin but dis-
connected caused by the convolution, revealing a patchy appearance of reaction
zones. A similar reaction zone behaviour is implied in a previous laser diagnos-
tics (Dally et al., 2004). Despite this patchy appearance of reaction zones, the
temperature contours are relatively smooth and do not show as many hot or cold
islands as the reaction rate contours. Instead, the distance between the contour
lines shows that the temperature increase seems to be relatively moderate, which
is also shown in the PDF of cT in figure 3.2 for MILD cases. These results suggest
that the heat generated in the patchy reaction zones is conducted quickly away to
non-burning regions containing relatively cooler recovered exhaust gas. Such heat
conduction tends to level the temperature throughout the combustion field. Thus,
convoluted reaction zones and the heat conduction effect are some of the reasons
for the apparently uniform combustion shown in figure 3.1b and in the previous
studies (de Joannon et al., 2000; O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Krishnamurthy et al.,
2009).
3.3 Reaction zone interactions
In the previous subsection, occasional and frequent interactions between reaction
zones are suggested respectively for the conventional premixed and MILD cases.
For conventional turbulent premixed flames, flame-flame interactions have been
studied previously with the aim of attenuating combustion noise and instabilities,
since they are susceptible to heat release and temperature fluctuations which may
be caused by the interactions (Burluka et al., 1997; Schuller et al., 2003; Dunstan
et al., 2013b). In MILD combustion, however, combustion instabilities are less
susceptible to such interactions due to the elevated temperature as explained in
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.9: Contours of cT and ω
+
cT
in the mid x-y planes for (a) Case C, (b) Case
A1, (c) Case A2, and (d) Case B1. Dash-dotted red line: cT = 0.2, solid red line:
cT = 0.6, and dashed red line: cT = 0.8. Thin solid black line: ω
+
cT
= 1.0, thick
solid black line: ω+cT = 2.0, and dashed black line: ω
+
cT
= 3.5. Note that only
5.3 ≤ x+ ≤ 22.2 of the computational domain is shown for Case C. Snapshots
are taken at t = 1.5τD.
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the introduction (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998; Cav-
aliere & de Joannon, 2004). Another aspect of flame interactions with adjacent
flames is that local flame elements do not follow the flamelet structure, due to
generation of highly curved cusps at the initial interaction stage (Chen et al.,
1999). These processes have a relatively short time scale compared to a flame
time scale (Chen et al., 1999; Dunstan et al., 2013b). Although the occurrence
is not so frequent in the conventional premixed case, interacting reaction zones
in MILD combustion occupy a substantial volume in the domain, and they may
have a significant effect on turbulent combustion modelling from a flamelet view
point. In this subsection, reaction zone interactions in MILD combustion are in-
vestigated and the effect on turbulent combustion modelling is discussed. First,
an interaction event in the conventional combustion Case C is chosen to study
fundamental behaviour of interacting reaction zones.
In the conventional premixed case, reaction zone interactions happen occasion-
ally. Successive snapshots of one of the typical interaction events are shown in
figure 3.10 in the y-z planes for the conventional premixed case. The x+-location
of each y-z plane changes with time, depending on the local fluid velocity at the
circle shown in the figure. This circle shows the location of the respective La-
grangian particle considered in the figure. The black solid line moving with the
particle corresponds to the cT normal direction n at the particle location dur-
ing the interaction. It should be noted that the duration between figures 3.10c
and 3.10d, which corresponds to the initial interacting stage, is about 0.06τF ,
where τF is the flame time scale defined as δth/SL. Thus, the interaction event
happens in a relatively short time scale as reported in previous DNS studies for
conventional premixed flames (Chen et al., 1999; Dunstan et al., 2013b).
The subset figure shows variations of ω∗cT (thick solid line), |∇cT |
∗ (dashed
line) and cT (dash-dotted line) along n
+. The superscript “*” denotes a normal-
isation using a global maximum value in the three-dimensional domain. Here,
another quantity Ψ is introduced and its variation is shown in the subset to
study interacting regions:
Ψ ≡
|∇cT |
∗
ω∗cT
. (3.6)
The value Ψ would be (i) very large, very small or unity in chemically non-
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active regions (ω∗cT ≪ 1) depending on the balance between ∇c
∗
T and ω
∗
cT
, or (ii)
approximately unity at flame front locations (ω∗cT ∼ 1) for conventional turbulent
premixed combustion without flame interactions. This is based on the insight
from the relationship:
〈ωcT 〉 = ρrscΣ, (3.7)
where 〈〉 denotes an appropriate averaging or filtering operation, sc is the average
flame consumption speed, and Σ is the flame surface density defined as 〈|∇c|〉
using a progress variable c (Veynante & Vervisch, 2002; Poinsot & Veynante,
2005).
In a sequence of the interaction event captured in figure 3.10, two local flames
having a thickness of ∼ δth approach from both sides, collide, and merge into one
flame as follows.
1. Figure 3.10a shows two local flames before the interaction begins. These
fronts are almost separated having relatively large reaction rates and large
cT gradients. As a result, Ψ ∼ 0.8 at the flame fronts. Thus, these two
flames have the characteristics as in the scenario (ii) above.
2. Figure 3.10b may be considered as the beginning of the interaction, as the
normalised reaction rate at n+ = 0 bounded by the two flames slightly
increased. The reaction rate, scalar gradient, and Ψ at the flame fronts
have similar values as in the previous instant. Also, Ψ is still much larger
than unity at n+ = 0. This shows that the chemical activity is not yet
intense and non-zero scalar gradient at n+ = 0 is due to preheating from
both flame fronts.
3. At t = 1.50τD shown in figure 3.10c, two flame fronts start to collide.
The reaction rate and scalar gradient at n+ = 0 rapidly increase from the
previous instant. The peak reaction rate is slightly higher than that in the
previous instants, and Ψ ∼ 0.8 at the merging two flame fronts. Thus,
these two flames still have the characteristics (ii) explained using equation
3.7 above. Also, the thickness of reaction zones (eg. ω∗cT ∼ 0.4) is about
2δth due to the process of the collision. Thus, distributed reaction zone can
be caused by a partial collisions of propagating flames.
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(a) t = 1.488τD, x
+ = 12.8. (b) t = 1.494τD, x
+ = 13.2.
(c) t = 1.500τD, x
+ = 13.5. (d) t = 1.506τD, x
+ = 14.0.
Figure 3.10: Contours of successive reaction rate field in y-z slices for the con-
ventional premixed case. Level of contours are ω∗cT = 0.30, 0.35, · · ·0.90. A La-
grangian particle is shown as a circle and a black solid line corresponds to n+.
Variations along n+ are shown in the subset for ω∗cT (thick solid line), Ψ (thin
solid line), |∇cT |
∗ (dashed line), and cT (dash-dotted line). The location of the
Lagrangian particle corresponds to n+ = 0. Red dots indicate interacting reaction
zones identified by equation 3.8.
4. By the next instant shown in figure 3.10d, two flame fronts merge into one
completely. The peak scalar gradient quickly decreases from 0.8 to 0.4,
while the peak reaction rate is as high as that in the previous instants.
Similar scalar gradient behaviour during interaction is reported based on
unsteady RANS calculations (Darbyshire, 2011). Because of the small scalar
gradient and large reaction rate, Ψ at the flame front (n+ ∼ 0) decreases
to about 0.60, which is much smaller than that in the previous instant.
Such behaviour of Ψ is found to be typical for interacting regions, where
the reaction rate increases without a large scalar gradient.
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Typically, ωcT ∼ ρrSL/δth and |∇cT | ∼ 1/δth at flame fronts in flamelet com-
bustion, using the corresponding laminar flame values. The ratio of these two
quantities is the dimensional Ψ, defined as Ψdim ≡ |∇cT |/ωcT . Without a reac-
tion zone interaction, Ψdim ∼ (ρrSL)
−1 at flame fronts. At interacting regions,
Ψdim ≤ (ρrSL)
−1 while ωcT remains ∼ ρrSL/δth since only the scalar gradient
decreases as shown in figures 3.10a–3.10d. Such interacting reaction zones are
denoted by red circles in the subset shown in figure 3.10d. Here, interacting re-
action zones for the conventional premixed case are identified using two markers,
ω∗cT and Ψ, as:
ω∗cT ≥ 0.4, and Ψ ≤ 0.6. (3.8)
The local mixture identified by using equation 3.8 locates at interacting re-
gions near n+ = 0 in figure 3.10d. The figure shows that the identified interacting
region locally generates a thin reaction zone with a relatively small temperature
gradient. The cY field is also computed (not shown) to identify interacting regions
using the same criteria as in equation 3.8, and it showed the choice of progress
variable does not unduly affect the location or shape of identified interacting
regions.
As indicated in equation 3.8, the heat generated in the interacting reaction
zones cannot be described adequately by using conventional flamelet approaches,
where combustion models are often based on flame surface density (equation 3.7)
(Veynante & Vervisch, 2002; Poinsot & Veynante, 2005), or scalar dissipation
rate, Nc = Dc∇c · ∇c, (Bray, 1979; Dunstan et al., 2013a) as:
〈ω〉 =
2〈ρ〉
2Cm − 1
〈Nc〉. (3.9)
Here, Dc is the diffusion coefficient of c, and Cm is the model parameter (Bray,
1979). In conventional combustion, the effect of reaction zone interactions on
combustion modelling is generally confined in a relatively small volume, since
reaction zone interactions identified by equation 3.8 occur occasionally. Thus,
clear flame fronts exist in an average sense (the direct photograph or volume
rendered temperature field), and so the effect of reaction zone interactions may
be negligible. However, reaction zone interactions seem to occur in a much larger
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volume in MILD combustion, due to the highly convoluted reaction zones caused
by the mixture non-uniformity. Thus, unlike conventional combustion, the effect
of the frequent interactions on MILD combustion modelling can be significant
and so it needs to be investigated.
Interacting reaction zones at arbitrary chosen locations are shown in fig-
ure 3.11 for Cases A1 and B1. A typical sequence of an interacting event ex-
perienced by a Lagrangian particle for Case A1 is clearly shown in figures 3.11a–
3.11d, and the behaviour of ω∗cT and Ψ during the interacting event is similar
to that observed in the conventional premixed case. Despite the nature of rela-
tively uniform combustion, the same criteria as in equation 3.8 work appropriately
to identify interacting reaction zones in MILD combustion. However, not only
the location of the particle (n+ = 0), but also its neighbouring reaction zones
experience interactions at the same time. Similar behaviour is observed in an
interacting event in Case B1 as in figures 3.11e–3.11h, although this interacting
event seems to appear in a broader volume than that in Case A1. As a result of
the frequent interactions, MILD reaction zones are broader and scalar gradient is
smaller than the conventional premixed case. The durations from figure 3.11a to
figure 3.11d and figure 3.11e to figure 3.11h are respectively 0.08τF and 0.06τF .
Thus, interactions in MILD combustion have a short time scale compared to the
flame time scale as well.
Due to the nature of equation 3.8, the spatial extent of identified interacting
regions represents the effect of interactions on flamelet combustion modelling.
Interacting reaction zones identified by using equation 3.8 are shown in three-
dimensional iso-surface of the reaction rate field for all the cases considered in
figure 3.12. The surfaces with the purple colour are interacting reaction zones,
and the light blue colour denotes non-interacting reaction zones having ω∗cT ≥
0.4, which is a part of equation 3.8. These iso-surfaces clearly show the large
spatial extent of interacting regions in MILD combustion, and so the possibility
of the significant effect on combustion modelling. The effect of reaction zone
interactions is investigated more quantitatively by computing the spatial ratio of
interacting reaction zones to the total reaction zones. By denoting the volume of
interacting reaction zones as Vint, the ratio Vint/Vtot is 1.1% for Case C, 79% for
Case A1, 64% for Case A2, and 88% for Case B1, where Vtot is the total volume
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of reaction zones (local mixtures which have ω∗cT ≥ 0.4). Thus, contribution of
reaction zone interaction in a unit volume of reaction zones increases because of
(1) inhomogeneity of mixture field and (2) higher dilution level (lower Da and
higher Ka conditions).
To summarise, the frequent occurrence of interacting events in MILD combus-
tion reduces the scalar gradient as shown in the PDF discussed in sections 3.1.
Also, distributed reaction zones are generated in the process of an interaction
event, which are shown in section 3.2. The non-bimodality of the PDF becomes
more obvious with an increase of Vint/Vtot (compare with figure 3.2). These re-
sults show that the effect of reaction zone interactions on combustion modelling is
so small for the conventional premixed combustion case. However, from a MILD
combustion modelling view point, appropriate treatments for reaction zone inter-
actions are clearly necessary.
3.4 Reaction zone structure
The frequent interactions and distributed reaction zones discussed in the previous
sections can change the reaction zone structure in MILD combustion. The re-
action zone structure is best understood by studying variations of instantaneous
species mass fractions with temperature. Typical species mass fractions varia-
tions in the MILD Cases A1 and B1 are shown in figure 3.13 as scatter plots.
The conditional average mass fractions 〈Yi|T 〉 constructed using the samples col-
lected over the entire sampling period are also shown in figure 3.13. Furthermore,
the results of the laminar Flames A and B, and MIFEs are also included for com-
parison purposes.
There is a large scatter in Yi for lower temperature because of inflowing mix-
ture inhomogeneity containing pockets of exhaust and fresh mixtures. This large
scatter is consistent with the field shown in figure 2.6 for Case A1 and figure 2.8
for Case B1. The scatter in Yi reduces as the temperature increases, because of
the combined effects of combustion, molecular diffusion and turbulent mixing.
This mixing process reduces the inhomogeneity in the mixture leading to reduced
scatter as T increases. As combustion consumes CH4 forming products such as
H2O, the temperature increases and this trend is shown clearly by the conditional
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(a) t = 1.51τD, z
+ = 4.1. (b) t = 1.54τD, z
+ = 4.3.
(c) t = 1.56τD, z
+ = 4.5. (d) t = 1.59τD, z
+ = 4.8.
(e) t = 1.89τD, z
+ = 3.1. (f) t = 1.93τD, z
+ = 3.3.
(g) t = 1.96τD, z
+ = 3.4. (h) t = 2.00τD, z
+ = 3.6.
Figure 3.11: Contours of successive reaction rate field in x-y slices for Case A1
(a–d) and Case B1 (e–h). Level of contours are ω∗cT = 0.30, 0.35, · · ·0.90. A
Lagrangian particle is shown as a circle and a black solid line corresponds to
n
+. Variations along n+ are shown in the subset for ω∗cT (thick solid line), Ψ
(thin solid line), |∇cT |
∗ (dashed line), and cT (dash-dotted line). The location
of the Lagrangian particle corresponds to n+ = 0. Red dots indicate interacting
reaction zones.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.12: Reaction rate iso-surface of ω∗cT = 0.4 for (a) the conventional pre-
mixed case, (b) Case A1, (c) Case A2, and (d) Case B1 at t = 1.5τD. Interacting
and non-interacting local reaction zones are respectively denoted by purple and
light blue colours. Note that only 5.3 ≤ x+ ≤ 22.2 of the computational domain
is shown for Case C.
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averages, 〈YCH4|T 〉 and 〈YH2O|T 〉, plotted in figure 3.13.
As noted in section 2.6.1, the reactant mixtures for Flames A and B do not
include the effect of additional dilution due to exhaust gas pockets, and the oxy-
gen mole fraction is larger than the average value in the respective DNS cases
(compare tables 2.1 and 2.2). Thus, the product temperature in these laminar
flames is larger than that in the respective DNS as noted in section 2.6.1. Also,
the variations of mass fractions with T in these laminar flames are not represen-
tative of the variations in the MILD combustion DNS. In contrast, the flamelet
structure, at least for many major species (not all of them are shown here) in the
MIFEs seems to be representative of the MILD reaction zones structure. The
poor agreement shown for the minor species such as OH is because the reactant
mixture for the MIFEs does not include intermediate species which are present
in the initial inhomogeneous mixture for the DNS. However, the agreement for
minor species in figure 3.13 is improved for MIFEs compared to Flames A and B,
because the additional dilution effect is included in the reactant mixture in the
MIFEs as explained in section 2.6.1.
Figure 3.14 shows the variation of ω+cT with cT for the three MILD cases
considered in this study. The results for the classical premixed case, Case C,
are also included for comparison. The data for the scatter plots is taken at
t = 1.5τD, and the conditionally averaged values are constructed using samples
collected over the entire sampling period as has been done for figure 3.13. The
maximum value of ω+cT observed over the entire sampling period for a given cT
is also shown in figure 3.14. The scatter in ω+cT for the conventional premixed
case is smaller compared to the MILD cases and has a peak at cT ≈ 0.6. The
conditionally averaged reaction rate suggests that the peak reaction rate occurs
at smaller cT in the MILD cases compared to the conventional premixed case.
This behaviour of 〈ω+cT |cT 〉 is because the temperature rise in MILD combustion is
gradual partly due to heat conduction to non-burning regions containing relatively
cooler products.
The solution for the respective MIFE is also shown using a dash-dotted line
in figure 3.14 and the results of Flame A and B are not shown, since they deviate
significantly from the DNS and MIFE results as discussed in figure 3.13. Although
the trends in the variations of ω+cT with cT are similar to the DNS results, the
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quantitative agreement is not as good as that for the major species mass fractions
shown in figure 3.13. The peak value of 〈ω+cT |cT 〉 in the MILD case is higher than
the respective MIFE values. The difference of the peak 〈ω+cT |cT 〉 values in the
DNS and the respective MIFE solution is 0.56 for Case A1, 0.40 for Case A2,
and 1.65 for Case B1, increasing with the dilution and turbulence levels as shown
in figure 3.14. Also, there is substantial reaction rate in the DNS for cT = 0 as
indicated by the conditional reaction rate, and this is not captured in the MIFE
result. The reduced reaction rate in the MIFE is because its solution includes only
a part of the effects of the presence of exhaust gas pockets in the initial/inflowing
mixtures. Specifically, the presence of radicals is not captured. Also, a MIFE
has a thin propagating reaction zone as in a classical laminar premixed flame.
As the dilution level increases in MILD combustion, the presence of individual
reaction zones influenced only by turbulence-chemistry interaction becomes less
clear, due to the interaction of reaction zones as noted in section 3.3. Thus, a
fully representative canonical candidate for turbulent MILD combustion needs
to include effects of locally homogeneous combustion resulting from interactions
and collisions of reaction zones and inhomogeneous combustion, creating spatial
gradients, resulting in thin reaction zones. A fully representative canonical flame
is discussed in chapter 6.
3.5 Morphology of reaction zones
The instantaneous reaction rate field in MILD combustion shown in figures 3.6
and 3.7 exhibits both thin and distributed reaction zones. In this subsection,
shapefinders for reaction zones are proposed to investigate morphological features
of MILD reaction zones, and the results are compared with the conventional
combustion result.
3.5.1 Minkowski functional and shapefinders
The morphology of reaction zones is investigated using Minkowski functionals
which help to define shapefinders (Minkowski, 1903). The shapefinders are char-
acteristic scales for length, L, width,W , and thickness, T , of an object of interest.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.13: Variations of species mass fraction, CH4 (a, d), H2O (b,e), and OH
(c,f) with temperature for the MILD combustion DNS results (scatter), Case A1
(a–c) and Case B1 (d–f). The solid line is the conditional average 〈Yi|T 〉 of the
DNS results, dashed line is the laminar flame used in Step (ii) of section 2.5, and
dash-dotted line is the respective MIFE solution.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.14: Normalised reaction rate ω+cT for Cases A1 (a), A2 (b), and B1
(c) with reaction progress variable cT in the MILD combustion DNS (light grey
points) and the conventional premixed case (dark grey points). The points are
taken from t = 1.5τD, and the thin dashed line is the maximum value of each
MILD case from the entire sampling period. The solid line is the conditional
average 〈ω+cT |cT 〉, and the dash-dotted line is the respective MIFE solution.
These functionals have been used to quantify iso-density structures in cosmology
(Mecke et al., 1994; Kerscher et al., 1997; Schmalzing & Buchert, 1997; Sahni
et al., 1998; Schmalzing et al., 1999; Sheth et al., 2003; Shandarin et al., 2004;
Sheth & Sahni, 2005; Einasto et al., 2007), magnetic field structures in magneto-
hydrodynamics (Wilkin et al., 2007) and turbulence structures (Leung et al.,
2012). There are four Minkowski functionals for three-dimensional objects which
are given as (Sahni et al., 1998; Einasto et al., 2007)
V0 = V, V1 =
S
6
, V2 =
1
3π
∫
S
κ1 + κ2
2
dS, V3 =
1
2π
∫
S
(κ1κ2) dS, (3.10)
where V is the volume enclosed by the surface, S, with the surface area S, and κ1
and κ2 (κ1 ≥ κ2) are the two principal curvatures of S. It is apparent that the
mean and Gaussian curvatures integrated over the entire surface are involved, and
local values of these curvatures are used in many turbulent combustion models.
The integrated Gaussian curvature V3 is the Euler characteristic χ, which is a
topological invariant of the object. These four functionals defined above are
Galilean invariant morphological properties of a three-dimensional object. In
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this section, the Minkowski functionals are computed for each isolated object
constructed by iso-surfaces of reaction rate by using a grid cell counting method
(Schmalzing & Buchert, 1997; Schmalzing et al., 1999). The spatial resolution
required for this method is explained in Appendix C. As described later, the iso-
value used here is relatively large, yielding a enclosed surface rather than two
iso-surfaces for each flame element.
The three characteristic length scales can be obtained from the four functionals
as (Sahni et al., 1998):
Thickness, T ≡
V0
2V1
, Width, W ≡
2V1
πV2
, Length, L ≡
3V2
2V3
. (3.11)
and they satisfy L ≥ W ≥ T for any convex body (Schmalzing et al., 1999).
Also this inequality holds for closed partially concave objects since Minkowski
functionals are additive (Schmalzing et al., 1999; Leung et al., 2012). As clearly
indicated, the Minkowski functionals have to be positive to obtain meaningful
shapefinders using equation 3.11. However, V3 can be positive, negative or zero
in general, because V3 is related to the three-dimensional genus as G = 1− 0.5χ.
In short, the genus, which is defined as the number of cuts that can be made along
a curve on an object without splitting it, corresponds to the number of the holes
in a three-dimensional object. Therefore, V3 = 2 (G = 0) for a closed surface (an
object without hole), V3 = 0(G = 1) for a torus, and V3 = −4(G = 3) for a pretzel.
Thus, for structures with a hole, V3 = 0 and L is singular (see equation 3.11).
More extensive definition of L is written for objects with non-zero G as (Sheth
et al., 2003):
L ≡
3V2
4(G+ 1)
. (3.12)
For objects without hole, G = 0 and L in equations 3.11 and 3.12 are identical.
For objects with G > 0, the scale L quantifies the characteristic length between
holes. The scale L corresponds to the representative radius of a circular torus
when G = 1 (Leung et al., 2012). In special cases, equations 3.10–3.12 can be
verified: T = W = L = r when equations 3.10 and 3.11 are applied to a sphere
of radius r; for an infinitely long cylinder with radius r1, these shapefinders are
(T,W,L) = (1.5r1, 2r1,∞); for an infinitely large thin circular disk of thickness
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Figure 3.15: A map of shapefinders using Minkowski functionals (Leung et al.,
2012).
δ, they are (T,W,L) = (1.5δ,∞,∞). Thus, the shapefinders yield representative
scales for the spatial extent of a structure and do not give the exact dimensions
except for a sphere.
Dimensionless shapefinders can also be defined as (Sahni et al., 1998):
Planarity, P ≡
W − T
W + T
, Filamentarity, F ≡
L−W
L+W
. (3.13)
These two quantities allow a convenient visual representation of the geometry for
a group of objects in a two-dimensional (P, F ) space. They vary from 0 to 1 when
the inequality L ≥ W ≥ T is met. The filamentarity approaches to 1 when L
is very large compared to W and T . The planarity is close to 1 when W ≫ T .
Thus, an infinitely long tube has F ∼ 1 and P ∼ 0 while a thin circular sheet
has F ∼ 0 and P ∼ 1. It is obvious that (P, F ) = (0, 0) for a spherical object.
Typical shapes are marked in the shapefinder map (P, F ) shown in figure 3.15.
3.5.2 Shape of reaction zones
The reaction zones are identified first using a threshold for ω+cT to compute the
shapefinders. However, as shown in earlier in this chapter, the MILD reaction
zones are spatially distributed in a broader volume, and so there can be a sub-
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jectivity depending on the threshold value used. A constant threshold value
for all the cases does not identify regions with similar reaction rate magnitudes
since the normalising factor ρrsL/δth is not the same for all the cases consid-
ered in this study. Additionally, it is not yet confirmed that the normalising
factor is appropriate, because the quantities are based on MIFE, which is not
fully representative as discussed in section 3.4. To remove these ambiguities, a
threshold value is calculated for each case based on the conditional average the
of reaction rate weighted by the scalar dissipation rate and surface area, rather
than using an arbitrary chosen value. Here, the conditional average is defined as
Z(ξ) ≡ 〈∆SNc ωcT |ωcT = ξ〉, where the scalar dissipation rate is calculated as
Nc = Dc(∇cT · ∇cT ) and ∆S is the surface area identified using ωcT = ξ.
The variation of (Z(ξ)/Zmax) with ξ
+ is plotted in figure 3.16a and the value of
ξ+ = ω+cT corresponding to the (Z(ξ)/Zmax) = 1 is chosen as the threshold value to
identify reaction zone iso-surfaces for each case. Such surfaces have a reasonably
large reaction rate and scalar dissipation rate, and occupy a relatively large area
at the same time. Also, this helps to exclude reaction zones with the effect of
strong interactions in an average sense, since the interacting regions have large
ωcT and small Nc. This ensures that the statistics of the MILD reaction zones
and the comparison to a conventional premixed reaction zone are not unduly
influenced by the interactions or possibly autoignition.
It is found that these surfaces enclose about top 50% of the reaction rate in
each case, and the enclosed surfaces represent regions with intense chemical ac-
tivities. Thus, the present morphological analysis looks at the shape of intense
reaction rate regions which is expected to be thin in classical premixed combus-
tion. It has also been verified that when a threshold value changed by -20 % from
the value used in this work, the statistics of shapefinders do not change signifi-
cantly, although this affects the number of holes existing in the identified objects.
Furthermore, the use of cY and its reaction rate does not unduly change the con-
clusions either. There were objects interacting with inflow/outflow boundaries
yielding unclosed surfaces (two separated surfaces for one object) and they were
excluded from further consideration, since the Minskowski functionals require
closed objects.
Using the threshold value shown in figure 3.16a, the surface average of κ1κ2
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Figure 3.16: (a) The variation of Z(ξ)/Zmax with ξ
+ in Case A1 (solid line), Case
A2 (dashed), Case B1 (dash-dotted) and Case C (dotted). (b) Typical joint PDF
of κ1η and κ2η for Case A1. Level of the PDF is 0.25, 1, 4, 16.
of all sample objects is positive for all the cases, suggesting V3 > 0 for most
of the entities of interest. However, the joint PDF of κ1 and κ2 of reaction
rate structures shown in figure 3.16b suggests the possibilities to find negative
principal curvature(s) locally. Thus, the structures are locally concave objects
possibly with holes, although they are made of convex surface in an integral
sense. Therefore, in the present analysis, equation 3.12 is used to compute L.
Also, because of convoluted shape and interactions of reaction zones, less than 15
% of the structures defined from reaction rate used in the present analysis have
holes, implying that they are multiply connected structures.
Two arbitrary chosen objects with holes are shown in figure 3.17 for MILD
cases. As clearly shown, these objects are of partially concave with the negative
principal curvatures observed locally, and the object in figure 3.17a presents five
holes, meaning V3 ≪ 0. The dimensional shapefinders, however, show that the in-
equality L ≥W ≥ T is strictly met, suggesting robustness of this method. These
objects are typical examples to address the limitation of visual examinations to
determine whether reaction zones are thin or not; the results of such examinations
for these reaction zone shapes would end up with subjective conclusions. Based
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.17: Arbitrary chosen objects and the parameters. Unit: volume (mm3),
area (mm2), and length (mm). Arrows indicate the locations of holes. (a): found
in Case A1, V0 = 8.1, V1 = 14.5, V2 = 11.0, V3 = −8.0 (G = 5), T = 0.28,
W = 0.84, L = 1.4, P = 0.50, F = 0.25. (b): found in Case A2, V0 = 4.6,
V1 = 9.1, V2 = 6.7, V3 = 0.0 (G = 1), T = 0.26, W = 0.87, L = 2.5, P = 0.54,
F = 0.49.
on Minkowski functionals and shapefinders, such morphological characteristics of
reaction zones are quantitatively shown, and statistical analysis is also possible.
Figure 3.18 shows arbitrarily chosen shapes of reaction zones, along with their
dimensionless shapefinders (P, F ) observed in the MILD and conventional pre-
mixed cases considered here. The Minkowski functionals and shapefinders are
computed for the half of the data sets mentioned in section 2.6, and there are
510 objects for Case A1, 328 for Case A2, 272 for Case B1, and 42 for the con-
ventional premixed case. Since the relatively large reaction rate is used as an
iso-value, even the statistically planar premixed flame case has sufficiently small
closed surfaces which do not interact with boundaries. The reaction zones are
sheet-like as in figures 3.18p–3.18t for the conventional premixed case, and the
reaction zone shapes are varied, complex and multiply connected for the MILD
combustion cases.
Figure 3.19 shows the three length scales normalised using the respective δth
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(a) (0.03, 0.12). (b) (0.59, 0.18). (c) (0.42, 0.38). (d) (0.57, 0.004). (e) (0.51, 0.78).
(f) (0.50, 0.87). (g) (0.26, 0.55). (h) (0.49, 0.36). (i) (0.69, 0.12). (j) (0.53, 0.35).
(k) (0.44, 0.15). (l) (0.35, 0.69). (m) (0.05, 0.05). (n) (0.48, 0.42). (o) (0.46, 0.62).
(p) (0.68, 0.24). (q) (0.70, 0.18). (r) (0.70, 0.19). (s) (0.81, 0.19). (t) (0.67, 0.23).
Figure 3.18: Sample reaction zone shapes and their shapefinders, (P, F ), ex-
tracted from the DNS of the Case A1 (a–e), Case A2 (f–j), Case B1 (k–o) and
Case C (p–t) at an arbitrary time and position.
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for the MILD cases and conventional combustion case given in table 2.2. The
black solid lines denoting W+ = T+ and L+ = W+ are shown to verify whether
the inequality T+ ≤ W+ ≤ L+ is met by the computed results. This inequality
is satisfied predominantly, but there are some samples violating this inequality
(ie., L+ < W+) due to numerical errors as noted in Appendix C. This violation
yields non-physical negative shapefinders, P and F . A thorough analysis of the
data sets, however, showed that there are only a small percentage, 1.8% for Case
A1, 1.2% for Case A2, 0.37% for Case B1 and none for Case C, of such objects
to impart statistical influence on the results discussed in this section.
The characteristic width W is much larger than the thickness T and is com-
parable to the length L for the conventional combustion case suggesting a thin
sheet like shape. The scatter shows that characteristic thickness vary from
0.05 ≤ T+ ≤ 0.15, which is relatively narrow compared to the other length scales.
The characteristic length and width, however, vary equally widely as shown in
figure 3.19b. The scatter follows the W = L line closely, suggesting thin-circular
sheet. The distributions are wider in the MILD combustion; the characteristic
thickness is 0.09 ≤ T+ ≤ 0.5 for all the MILD cases. This is because of the
non-uniform mixture in MILD combustion, where the reaction zones thickness is
not only influenced by global quantities such as the equivalence ratio and inlet
temperature, but also by convolutions and interactions of reaction zones led by
the non-uniformity of mixtures as shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7. The relation of
W and L in MILD combustion is no longer expected by the W = L line unlike
in the conventional premixed case.
The results shown in figure 3.19 are used to calculate P and F through equa-
tion 3.13. A scatter plot of P and F are shown in figure 3.20. The results of
the conventional premixed case reside in a narrow region mostly confined to the
(P, F ) regions for “sheets” shapes, but the MILD reaction zones have broad dis-
tribution; P ranges from about 0.01 to 0.7 and F from about 0.01 to 0.8. A
comparison of this result to figure 3.15 suggests that the MILD reaction zone
shapes range from blobs (small P and F ) to pancakes (intermediate P and F ).
There are also short tubes. The pocket burnouts would give blob-like shapes,
which are represented by the points close to (0, 0) in figure 3.20.
The marginal PDF of P and F constructed using 20 bins for the MILD cases
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Figure 3.19: The three length scales, calculated using equations. 3.11, for the
reaction zones in Case A1 (black ◦), Case A2 (red △), Case B1 (blue ) and
Case C (black ×).
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Figure 3.20: Shapefinder, P and F , values in Case A1 (black ◦), Case A2 (red
△), Case B1 (blue ), and Case C (black ×).
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Figure 3.21: PDF of (a) planarity and (b) filamentarity for Case A1 (black thin-
solid), Case A2 (red dashed), Case B1 (blue dash-dotted), and Case C (black
thick solid).
and 12 bins for the conventional premixed case shown in figure 3.21 suggests that
P and F are distributed from 0 to about 0.8 for the MILD cases as discussed in
above. However, for the conventional premixed case, their ranges are 0.6 ≤ P ≤
0.9 and 0.1 ≤ F ≤ 0.4, with the sharp peaks in the PDFs. The data in this figure
suggests that the most probable (P, F ) is (0.79, 0.2) for the conventional premixed
case. The most probable value of P varies between 0.3 to 0.5 and F is about 0.2
for the MILD cases considered. These values show that the most probable shape
for the MILD reaction zone is pancake like. Such reaction zone shapes may be
caused by autoigniting mixtures or interacting flames, which do not necessarily
create thin flame fronts unlike propagating flames. Also, Da conditions do not
have significant effects on reaction zone shape statistically (Da of Cases A2 and
B1 differs almost 5 times). The pancake like reaction zones have a typical volume
V of ∼ δ3th as shown in table 3.1. The average and most probable values of V
and the three characteristic length scales used in the above analyses are given in
table 3.1. These values are normalised using the respective δth given in the same
table. The mean and most probable normalised thickness T+ of the reaction
zones show a very weak sensitivity to Da, although the dimensional thickness
increases with dilution level since δth increases. This implies that the popularly-
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used EDC models, where the characteristic residence time of reactants in the fine
structure is considered as ∼ (ν/ε)0.5, may need to include the effect of dilution
level on the size of such structures. The values of W+mean and L
+
mean also show this
insensitivity in the MILD cases. Generally L+mean is larger than W
+
mean and the
ratio L+mean/W
+
mean is about 2.3 for the MILD cases and 1.5 for the conventional
premixed case. The ratio W+mean/T
+
mean is also about 2.1 for the MILD cases, but
it is 7.6 for the conventional premixed case. These values clearly agree with the
above observation on the reaction zone morphology even in an average sense.
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Table 3.1: Average and most probable values of V and the three characteristic length scales (equations 3.11 and
3.12).
δth (mm) Da Ka V
+
mean T
+
mean W
+
mean L
+
mean V
+
prob T
+
prob W
+
prob L
+
prob
Case A1 1.00 1.72 4.78 0.93 0.19 0.44 1.00 0.07 0.15 0.26 0.46
Case A2 1.00 3.25 2.11 0.42 0.19 0.38 0.87 0.07 0.18 0.29 0.45
Case B1 1.29 0.69 11.9 0.30 0.17 0.36 0.85 0.12 0.16 0.36 0.63
Case C 0.37 5.64 0.92 0.56 0.11 0.84 1.27 0.22 0.15 0.83 1.23
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Chapter 4
Autoignition and Flame
Propagation in
MILD Combustion
4.1 Background and objectives
Given the high elevated temperature conditions and the presence of chemically
active radicals in the inlet mixture, autoignition plays an important role in MILD
combustion to maintain combustion even in a high speed flow without recircula-
tion zones (Wu¨nning & Wu¨nning, 1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998; Cavaliere &
de Joannon, 2004). The analysis in chapter 3, section 3.5 showed that MILD re-
action zones have statistically pancake-like shapes. Since propagating flames are
usually associated with thin sheet-like structures, these pancake-like shapes are
also suggestive of autoignition events in MILD combustion. Ignition character-
istics in configurations employing diluted and/or hot reactants/coflow have been
studied in the context of flame stabilisation (Mastorakos et al., 1995; Markides
& Mastorakos, 2005; Oldenhof et al., 2010; Arndt et al., 2012). Such configura-
tions are similar to MILD combustion with either HODO or HODF conditions.
For MILD combustion, roles played by ignition for flame stabilisation has been
studied using a Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (JHC) burner experimentally (Medwell, 2007;
Medwell et al., 2007, 2008) and numerically (van Oijen, 2013). The CH2O PLIF
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imgaes show that the heated coflow initiates ignition of mixture after localised
extinction caused by cold surrounding air (Medwell et al., 2007). Despite this
interplay between extinction and ignition processes, the presence of abundant
hot exhaust gas ensures to sustain the overall reaction in MILD combustion. At
the same time, the results discussed in the previous sections also suggest that
there are thin reaction zones with thickness of about δth in MILD combustion,
while “distributed” reaction zones are caused predominantly by interactions be-
tween propagating reaction zones. Such thin reaction zones may be represented
reasonably well using appropriately constructed laminar flame elements MIFE,
where the local reaction zones propagate toward reactants at the speed of ∼ SL.
Probability density functions of a temperature field in Dally et al. (2004) suggest
that combustion observed in their MILD combustion burner is due to the flame
propagation, rather than autoignition in the conditions considered. Thus, there
is a strong possibility of the existence of a competition between autoignition and
flame propagation in MILD combustion, which is also suggested in Mastorakos
(2009).
Generally, autoignition is sensitive to the local mixture composition, which
is influenced by a balance of turbulent mixing, molecular diffusion and chemi-
cal reactions, as well as the local temperature (Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004;
Markides & Mastorakos, 2005; Oldenhof et al., 2011; Arndt et al., 2012). Espe-
cially, turbulent mixing can directly affect the autoignition delay time (Markides
& Mastorakos, 2005). In the present DNS configuration, the inlet mixture is im-
perfectly mixed due to the inclusion of the EGR-type mixing procedure, where
not only the turbulence conditions, but also the mass fractions of chemically
active radicals have variations spatially and temporary. Thus, the autoignition
delay time spatially varies as well. Also, the local turbulence condition affects
the local residence time of the mixture, thereby favouring flame propagation over
autoignition, or other way around. Effects of the global mixture composition
on autoignition has been studied for MILD combustion (Parente et al., 2011a).
However, the competing effects of the local turbulence and mixture composition
on autoignition/flame propagation characteristics have not studied thoroughly,
although such characteristics directly influence MILD combustion modelling.
The objectives in this chapter are to investigate whether there is autoigni-
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tion, flame propagation or both, and to find under which condition autoignition
or flame propagation is favoured in MILD combustion. An effect of the pres-
ence of such reaction zones on conventional flamelet modelling is also discussed.
The identification of the two combustion phenomena is based on the transport
equation of a reaction progress variable. The physical background and identifi-
cation method are explained first, and then the reaction dominated and flame-
propagation dominated regions are identified. After that, favourable conditions
for these two activities are discussed.
4.2 Balance of convection, diffusion and chemi-
cal reaction rate
Turbulent combustion phenomena consist of a competition between turbulence
and chemical reactions, which is therefore a balance of the convection, diffusion
and chemical source terms of a transported quantity. The instantaneous transport
equation of a reaction progress variable c is written in conservation form as:
∂ρ c
∂t
+
∂ρ ui c
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
C : convection
=
∂
∂xj
(
ρDc
∂c
∂xj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D: diffusion
+ ωc︸︷︷︸
R: reaction
, (4.1)
where ui is the fluid velocity in direction xi and Dc is the diffusivity of c. The
balance between these predominant terms, C , D and R, is assessed by using a
quantity B defined as:
B ≡ |C −D | − |R|. (4.2)
For homogeneous transient combustion in a fixed-mass constant pressure reactor,
the equation 4.1 is dominated by the chemical source R and unsteady terms,
giving B = −|R| ≪ 0. This situation is also regarded as combustion in a
Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) with the volume V and the mass flow rate m˙in,
since its governing equation for c is written as:
dc
dt
= −
c
τR
+
ωc
ρ
, (4.3)
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where τR is the residence time of a reactor defined as τR = ρV/m˙in. Thus, for
a canonical configuration such as a homogeneous reactor or PSR, regions with
B ≪ 0 signify autoignition events. Although it may not be adequate to assume
an entire MILD combustion field as a homogeneous reactor or a PSR, the elevated
temperature conditions and distributed reaction zones shown in section 3.2 may
locally generate reaction zones with B ≪ 0. In the present MILD cases, not
only autoigniting mixtures, but flame interacting regions can also have a small
C and D yielding a negative B as explained in section 3.3. Thus, local regions
having negative B are called Reaction Dominated (RD) regions in this work.
Clearly, such RD regions cannot be modelled based on scalar gradient or scalar
dissipation rate flamelet approaches since the direct relation between reaction rate
and scalar gradient no longer holds. Also, the insight based on these canonical
configurations ensures adequacy of previous investigation into premixed MILD
combustion using PSR or homogeneous type reactors (de Joannon et al., 2004,
2005; Sabia et al., 2007).
Another canonical situation of equation 4.1 is a steady one-dimensional con-
ventional premixed flame with the inlet mixture velocity of SL. In this case, a
balance between the three terms gives B = 0. In turbulent premixed combus-
tion, however, there are large velocity fluctuations leading to local displacement
of flames. Thus, large C and R ∼ ρuSL/δth are observed near flame fronts, yield-
ing B ≫ 0. Such reaction zones are called Flame-propagation Dominated (FD)
regions in this work. Based on these insights, RD and FD regions are identified
respectively as mixtures having B ≪ 0 and B ≫ 0.
Spatial variations of |C − D | and |R| are analysed first. Figure 4.1 shows
typical contours of |C +−D+| = 1.0 and |R+| = 1.0 in y-z planes at two different
x+-locations for the conventional premixed case. Although the contour of |C + −
D+| = 1.0 and |R+| = 1.0 are not identical to one another, the intense reaction
rate regions are well correlated with the |C+−D+| = 1.0 contours. The variations
of C +, D+ and R+ across the local flame are also shown in figures 4.1c and 4.1d.
This suggests that intense chemical reaction always occurs near regions of large
diffusion for the conventional premixed case. As a result, the predominant terms,
C , D and R, are more or less balanced in an average sense, although B varies
locally.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.1: (a, b) Typical contours of |C + − D+| = 1.0 (red) and |R+| = 1.0
(black) in y-z planes at x+ = 11.0 (a) and 16.6 (b) at t = 1.5τD. Note that
contours are shown on the same planes as in figure 3.5. (c, d) Variations of C +,
D+ and R+ in equation 4.1 along the dashed line in (a) and (b). (c): extracted
from (a), (d): extracted from (b). Note that n+ orients towards the burnt side.
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In MILD combustion, the correlation between |C−D | and |R| depends on x+-
locations and their behaviours are more complicated in general. Figures 4.2a–4.2c
show contours of |C + −D+| = 1.5 and |R+| = 1.5 in a y-z plane at x+ = 0 (one
point inside the domain) for the MILD Cases A1, A2 and B1. For combustion with
the lowest dilution and lowest turbulence condition, Case A2 in figure 4.2b, these
two contours are almost identical to one another, like those in the conventional
premixed case shown in figure 4.1. With an increase of turbulence level (compare
Cases A1 and B1 in figures 4.2a and 4.2c), the |C+ − D+| = 1.5 contours (red
lines) become more wrinkled compared to the |R+| = 1.5 contours, reflecting the
stronger turbulence level and smaller length scale. However, both |C +−D+| = 1.5
and |R+| = 1.5 contours cluster at similar locations for all the MILD cases,
suggesting not much progress of heat release, turbulent mixing and diffusion are
made at this location since the mixture experienced turbulence for only one large
eddy turnover time as explained in section 2.5.
Figures 4.2d–4.2f show contours of |C + − D+| = 1.5 and |R+| = 1.5 at
x = Lx/3, where strong convolutions and frequent interactions of reaction zones
are observed for the MILD cases as shown in section 3.2. Because of the progress
of turbulent combustion, the contours of these two fields exhibit quite different
behaviour to one another. Therefore, strong spatial variations for the unsteady
term in equation 4.1 exists. Contours of the same level are shown for the 2D slice
at a downstream location (x = 2Lx/3) in figures 4.2g–4.2i. These contours are not
highly convoluted compared to those observed in the middle of the computational
domain (x = Lx/3) for Cases A1 and A2, because of the progress of heat releasing,
turbulent mixing and diffusion, which generates relatively uniform cT field close
to unity at downstream regions. However, a relatively strong convolutions of the
contours are still observed for Case B1 at this location, due to the relatively slow
chemical process that is caused by the high dilution condition. This result agrees
with the visual examination of the reaction rate field in figure 3.7.
The local dominance of flame propagation or reaction phenomena is studied
by investigating the spatial variation of B+. Typical spatial variation of this
quantity along with ω+cT is shown in figures 4.3–4.5 for Cases A1, A2 and B1.
The RD regions are signified by B+ ≤ −1.5 and such regions are denoted by
the black contour lines. The FD regions, B+ ≥ 1.5, are represented by the
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 4.2: Contours of |C+ − D+| = 1.5 (red) and |R+| = 1.5 (black) in a y-z
plane for Case A1 (a, d, g), Case A2 (b, e, h), and Case B1 (c, f, i) at t = 1.5τD.
The slices are shown at one grid point from the inlet boundary (a–c), x = Lx/3
(d–f) and x = 2Lx/3 (g–i).
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white contour lines in this figure. The thin reaction zones tend to have B+ >
1.5 due to the turbulence, and one such region is marked by a white box (also
enlarged) as an example for each case. As clearly seen, the FD regions exist in
a substantial volume, especially for Cases A1 and A2. Regions with relatively
thick and distributed-like reaction zones typically tend to haveB+ < −1.5 as
expected, and an example for this is marked using a black box with a solid line
(also enlarged) for Cases A1 and B1. However, there are many continuous reaction
zones having B+ > 1.5 for some parts and B+ < −1.5 for the rest. Several such
regions are marked using black boxes with dashed lines (some of them are also
enlarged) for all the MILD cases.
For Case B1 shown in figure 4.5, the RD and FD regions are entangled locally,
where RD events are closely followed by FD phenomena. The central region
marked using a box with black-dot-dashed lines (also enlarged) in figure 4.5 is a
good example of the entangled RD and FD regions. These B+ variations clearly
show that both RD and FD regions coexist in the MILD combustion. Also,
the intense reaction in this region can result from the collision of multiple flame
elements propagating towards one another. These collision or interaction events
are very quick and have a time scale of about one tenth of the corresponding
laminar flame element time scale (Chen et al., 1999; Dunstan et al., 2013b), and
thus the unsteady term will be very large to yield large |B+|.
The statistical nature of the coexistence can be investigated using the PDF of
B+. Figure 4.6 shows such PDFs at various streamwise positions for Cases A1–
B1, and the conventional premixed case result is also shown at x+ = 10.2 for a
comparison. The inset shows the variation of the most probable and averaged
B+ with x+. The average is obtained as
∫
B+P (B+)dB+ at x+ of interest.
The behaviour of P (B+) for the conventional premixed case shows that the
PDF of B+ peaks at close to zero signifying the balance among convection,
diffusion and reaction in an average sense. The PDF has a broader distribution
for the MILD cases and it varies depending on the streamwise position. At
upstream regions, the PDF has long positive and negative tails with non-zero
probability density, suggesting the existence of both RD and FD regions which
may have a wide range of scales. At downstream regions, however, only the
positive B+ tail with non-zero probability density is long, and the probability
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Figure 4.3: Typical contours of ω+cT (colour map) are shown along with
propagating-flame dominated (B+ = 1.5, white contour lines) and reaction dom-
inated (B+ = −1.5, black contour lines) regions for Case A1 in the same x-y
plane as in figure 3.6a. Typical reaction dominated and propagating-flame domi-
nated regions are marked respectively by a black box and a white box with solid
lines, and they are enlarged in top right and bottom right. A continuous reac-
tion zone having both reaction and propagating-flame dominated phenomena is
marked using black boxes with dashed lines, and enlarged in middle right.
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Figure 4.4: Typical contours of ω+cT (colour map) are shown along with
propagating-flame dominated (B+ = 1.5, white contour lines) and reaction dom-
inated (B+ = −1.5, black contour lines) regions for Case A2 in the same x-y
plane as in figure 3.6g. A typical propagating-flame dominated region is marked
a white box with solid lines, and enlarged in middle right. Several continuous re-
action zones having both reaction and propagating-flame dominated phenomena
are marked using black boxes with dashed lines and enlarged in top right and
bottom right.
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Figure 4.5: Typical contours of ω+cT (colour map) are shown along with
propagating-flame dominated (B+ = 1.5, white contour lines) and reaction dom-
inated (B+ = −1.5, black contour lines) regions for Case B1 in the same x-y
plane as in figure 3.7a. Typical reaction dominated and propagating-flame domi-
nated regions are marked respectively by a black box and a white box with solid
lines, and they are enlarged in bottom right and top right. Several continuous re-
action zones having both reaction and propagating-flame dominated phenomena
are marked using black boxes with dashed lines. The box with dash-dotted lines
in the center denotes a region where the two phenomena are closely entangled,
which is also enlarged in middle right.
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density quickly decreases for the negative B+. This shows that FD combustion
is more active in downstream regions, although the reaction rate at these regions
decreases with the x+ distance due to consumption of the fuel in general.
The peak of P (B+) locates at close to B+ ≈ 0 in the upstream positions for
all MILD cases. The peak location shifts to negative B+ and then moves back
towards positive B+ as the sampling position moves downstream. These changes
are gradual as seen in the insets of figure 4.6. The most probable B+ stays in
the negative side as shown in the inset, while the averaged B+ is positive for all
streamwise positions. Therefore, the MILD combustion is dominated by strong
unsteady flame propagation phenomena in a volume average sense, although a
homogeneous-reactor type events are common for the conditions considered in
this study.
While such a consistent trend of B+ is observed for all the MILD cases con-
sidered, turbulent combustion conditions for these cases influence the shape of
the PDF. A comparison of the PDF near the inlet boundary shows that the peak
value is 0.80 for Case A1, 1.79 for Case A2 and 0.30 for Case B1, clearly reflecting
the effect of turbulence level on mixing during the mixing process in section 2.5.
As shown in the inset, the peak value of the averaged B+ variations for Cases A2
is 1.1, which is smaller than 1.5 observed for Case A1 (see the insets), because of
the lower turbulence condition, yielding smaller C . Also, the probability density
for Case B1 is generally small compared to other MILD cases, having no sharp
peak near B+ = 0 at any x+ locations. This suggests that the reaction zones in
Case B1 tend to have a wider range variations than the other MILD cases, due
to the high dilution and turbulence condition.
Similar PDFs of B+ computed using progress variables, cY , cH2O and cCO2 ,
are shown in figure 4.7. Here, cH2O = (YH2O − YH2O,r)/(YH2O,p − YH2O,r) and
cCO2 = (YCO2−YCO2,r)/(YCO2,p−YCO2,r). As clearly shown in the figure, behaviour
of the most probable and mean of B+ is different depending on which progress
variable is used. This difference may show the effect of non-unity Lewis numbers
and complex chemistry, since cY , cH2O and cCO2 would behave the same as cT if
unity Lewis number and a single step chemistry were used. However, fundamental
reaction/flame-propagation characteristics do not rely on the choice of progress
variable. A broader distribution of P (B+) in the MILD combustion signifies the
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importance of strong local unsteady effects and the coexistence of RD and FD
phenomena.
The gradient of a progress variable field — relating to the convection term
C and scalar dissipation rate which plays important role for both premixed and
non-premixed combustion — is shown in figure 4.8 with contours of B+ = 1.5
(white) and B+ = −1.5 (black) as in figures 4.3–4.5. The scalar gradient field is
only shown for the regions of high reaction rate, ω+cT ≥ 1.0. As expected from the
discussion in section 3.3, the figure shows that these high reaction rate regions
are not necessarily associated with a large scalar gradient, unlike conventional
combustion (Bray, 1979; Swaminathan & Bray, 2011).
As clearly shown in the figures, most of large scalar gradient regions are en-
closed by white lines, which denotes flame-propagation dominated regions. Some
flame-propagation dominated local mixtures appear in small scalar gradient re-
gions, but the proportion of such mixtures to the total of flame-propagation
dominated mixtures seems to be negligible in these instantaneous shots for all
the MILD combustion cases. In contrast, substantial regions of reaction dom-
inated mixtures (black lines) exist at relatively small scalar gradient regions.
One regions showing reaction/flame-propagation dominated behaviour is shown
at about (x+, y+) = (6.5, 6.7) in figure 4.8b; the high scalar gradient regions oc-
cupy two closed white lines representing flame-propagation dominated mixtures,
and the rest of island is enclosed by two black lines, denoting reaction dominated
mixtures. Similar behaviour is located as well in figures 4.8a and 4.8c.
In conventional premixed combustion, intense heat release rate is associated
with a large scalar dissipation rate, which is directly related to scalar gradient
(Bray, 1979; Swaminathan & Bray, 2011). Thus, regions with large scalar gradi-
ent are likely to establish flames, which propagates until they collide with other
locally propagating flames (section 3.3). In contrast, high scalar dissipation rate
delays the autoignition due to the heat and species loss for non-premixed com-
bustion (Mastorakos, 2009), and this may occur in the present cases as well. The
establishment of propagating flames is not fast enough in small scalar gradient
regions, which are then taken over by reaction dominated events. Similar selec-
tive features of reaction dominated events have been reported for non-premixed
and partially-premixed combustion with hot air (Mastorakos et al., 1997; Hilbert
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.6: PDF of B+ at various x+ positions as marked for (a) Case A1, (b)
Case A2 and (c) Case B1. The PDF is also shown for the conventional premixed
case at x+ = 10.2 (dash-dotted line). The inset shows the variation of the most
probable (◦) and averaged (△) values along x+.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.7: Typical PDF of B+ calculated using (a) cY , (b) cH2O, and (c) cCO2
at various x+ positions as marked for Case A1. The inset shows the variation of
the most probable (◦) and averaged (△) values along x+.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.8: Typical contours of |∇cT |
+ (colour map) are shown along with
propagating-flame dominated (B+ = 1.5, white contour lines) and reaction dom-
inated (B+ = −1.5, black contour lines) regions for (a) Case A1, (b) Case A2
and (c) Case B1 in the mid x-y plane at t = 1.5τD. Regions with ω
+
cT
≤ 1.0 are
masked using white colour in the same way as in figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
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& The´venin, 2002; Zheng et al., 2004; Arndt et al., 2012). The configuration of
these burners is similar to MILD burners having HODO or HODF conditions,
and such laboratory scale MILD burners have been used intensively in previous
studies (Plessing et al., 1998; Dally et al., 2004; Oldenhof et al., 2011; Medwell
et al., 2007).
Such selective features of reaction/flame-propagation dominated regions can
be studied statistically by using the PDF of reaction rate and scalar gradient
calculated for the mixtures dominated either by reaction (B+ ≤ −1.5) or by
flame propagation (B+ ≥ 1.5) using the samples from the entire domain and
the entire sampling period. The PDFs are shown in figure 4.9 at the various x+
positions for all the MILD cases.
The PDFs of reaction rate in figures 4.9a, 4.9c and 4.9e show that a range of
reaction rates exists in both RD and FD mixtures. However, the PDFs clearly
show separation of the reaction rates favoured by RD and FD regions. It seems
propagating flames are active at around ωcT = 0.5 for Cases A1 and A2, and
ω+cT = 1.0 for Case B1. Thus, flames in FD regions have the reaction rate similar
to the one in MIFE. The PDF peak value grows sharply with x+ distance, but
its location moves to slightly smaller ω+cT , because the fuel is consumed at down-
stream regions. For RD regions, however, the PDF is more evenly distributed in
a broad ω+cT , but ω
+
cT
≥ 1.5 because of the condition, B+ ≤ −1.5. The PDF peak
value decreases with x+ distance, but the range of ω+cT having non-zero proba-
bility increases. This suggests the reaction dominated events involve a spectrum
of reaction rates, depending of the local mixture composition, and this trend is
strong at downstream regions.
The statistical behaviour of scalar gradient in RD/FD regions is shown in
figures 4.9b, 4.9d and 4.9f. Although the separation of the PDF between the two
regions is not as significant as the PDF of reaction rate, there seems to be some
preferred scalar gradient values for each of RD and FD regions. The reason of
less significant separation may be due to the local mixtures which have both FD
and RD characteristics. The most probable scalar gradients in RD regions are
generally smaller than that in FD regions, clearly supporting the above discussion
on the relation between RD/FD regions and scalar gradient.
For Case A1 shown in figure 4.9b, the peak PDF of |∇cT |
+ first decreases
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in the upstream regions and then increases again in the down stream regions
with x+ distance. The location of transition from the decrease to increase is at
x+ = 4.4 for RD regions, and x+ = 3.2 for FD regions. Similar behaviour is
shown for Case B1, but not for Case A2, where the PDF peak value continues to
decrease. The x+-locations of such turn-around appearance correspond more or
less to the locations where the peak of the PDF of B+ stops decreasing and starts
increasing, as shown in figures 4.6a. Frequent reaction zone interactions, which
keep the local scalar gradient from increasing as discussed in section 3.3, are also
observed around these locations. Thus, RD scalar transport is not only caused
by inhomogeneous mixture field due to initial incomplete premixing, but also by
the reaction zone interactions during combustion. A similar trend is observed in
the PDF of Case B1 shown in figure 4.9f.
To summarise this chapter, both RD and FD activities coexist in MILD com-
bustion under the conditions considered in this work. Although these two kinds of
activities are entangled in a complex way, scalar gradient behaviour is correlated
with local RD or FD activities. In addition, frequent reaction zone interactions
also affects these characteristics, creating small scalar dissipation and large re-
action rate regions, which are governed by the unsteady and chemical source
terms.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.9: PDF of |∇cT |
+ (a, c, e) and ω+cT (b, d, f) at flame-propagation
dominated regions (B+ ≥ 1.5, black lines) and reaction dominated regions (B+ ≤
−1.5, red lines) at the various x+ positions used in figure 4.6 for Cases A1 (a, b),
A2 (c, d) and B1 (e, f). Arrows show general transition of the PDF peak location
with x+, and circles in (b, d, f) are the PDF peaks at the nearest-inlet sampling
location, the turn-around point, and the nearest-outlet sampling location. The
PDFs are constracted using the all data sets.
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Chapter 5
Scalar Gradients in MILD
Reaction Zones
5.1 Background and objectives
In chapters 3 and 4, propagating, interacting, and autoigniting reaction zones
are observed in MILD combustion. These phenomena in MILD combustion are
found to be closely correlated with the local scalar gradient.
Strong scalar gradient due to the intense chemical activity within thin re-
gions characterises flamelet-like combustion. The effect of such scalar gradient
behaviour on the reaction rate is described through the scalar dissipation rate
of a progress variable c in the context of Reynolds average (Bray, 1979). Thus,
studying the relationship between the mean scalar dissipation rate and reaction
rate would help to investigate flamelet or non-flamelet behaviour of MILD com-
bustion.
Also in flamelet combustion, the flame normal component of the scalar gradi-
ent is statistically large compared to the tangential component when the reaction
rate is intense. Hence, the relationship between the normal component of the
scalar gradient and reaction rate in conventional turbulent premixed flame would
be similar to that of the respective laminar flame solution locally. The char-
acteristics of such relationship can be understood by investigating the PDF of
the scalar gradient conditioned on the reaction rate, which is discussed in this
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chapter.
The objective in this chapter is to investigate flamelet or non-flamelet be-
haviour of MILD combustion in a statistical sense using the above insights. First
approach is to study the relation between the mean scalar dissipation rate and
reaction rate by using conventional combustion modelling, which is discussed in
the next section. The second approach is to use the PDF briefly mentioned above,
and the results are discussed in section 5.3.
5.2 Relation between mean reaction rate and
scalar dissipation rate
The Reynolds averaged equations are often solved in turbulent flow simulations.
The mean reaction rate ω¯+c and scalar dissipation rate N˜
+
c variations based on cT
and cY are shown in figure 5.1 for all the cases. The results in figure 5.1a show
typical mean variations for conventional premixed combustion. The variation of
N˜+cY is larger than N˜
+
cT
by a factor of around 2, suggesting the effects of non-unity
Lewis numbers and the use of complex chemistry, since cY would behave the same
as cT if unity Lewis number and a single step chemistry were used. However, the
variations of N˜+cY and N˜
+
cT
look qualitatively similar one another.
The variations of ω¯+c and N˜
+
c for the MILD cases are different from the con-
ventional premixed case. Both ω¯+cT (red-solid) and ω¯
+
cY
(red-dashed) are relatively
large near the inlet boundary. This shows that the mixture reacts as soon as it
enters the combustion domain with recovered exhaust gases, due to the elevated
temperature and the presence of chemically active radicals. Apart from these
large reaction rate near inlet boundary, the mean reaction rate peaks at x+ ∼ 4
for both ω¯+cT and ω¯
+
cY
. However, in the downstream regions, ω¯+cY decreases quickly
to yield ω¯+cY ∼ 0 at the outlet boundary, while ω¯
+
cT
decreases slowly. The mixture
continues to generate heat even at downstream regions, due to the slow chemical
reactions under MILD conditions.
The two mean scalar dissipation rates, N˜+cT (black-solid) and N˜
+
cY
(black-
dashed) show a different trend to one another. Because of the partially premixed
condition of the mixture field, N˜+cY tends to be large near the inlet boundary. The
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mean scalar dissipation rate of cY then continues to decreases with x
+-distance
because of turbulent mixing, molecular diffusion and consumption of the species
due to chemical reactions. For cT , the scalar dissipation rate N˜
+
cT
is not as large
as N˜+cY at the inlet boundary because of the condition of preheating using the re-
covered exhaust heat. The N˜+cT peaks at x
+ ∼ 4 where reaction zones are highly
convoluted. The non-zero values of N˜+cT at the outflow boundary are because of
the limited size of domain and non-zero ω¯+cT , and both N˜
+
cT
and ω¯+cT would ap-
proach to zero if a larger computational domain was used. Although these mean
variations give images of the Reynolds averaged fields of conventional premixed
and MILD combustion, it is not yet clear if the MILD combustion considered in
the present work is flamelet or non-flamelet like.
The Reynolds averaged reaction rate for a progress variable is written for
Da ≫ 1 and Ka ≪ 1 limit using the mean scalar dissipation rate Nc as (Bray,
1979):
ω¯c =
2ρ¯
2Cm − 1
N˜c, (5.1)
where the model parameter Cm is written as:
Cm =
∫ 1
0
c ωL(c)P (c)dc∫ 1
0
ωL(c)P (c)dc
, (5.2)
for turbulent premixed combustion having PDF of c, P (c), and the reaction
rate variation across the respective laminar flame solution ωL(c). It has been
reported that 0 ≤ Cm ≤ 1 for various PDF shapes, and Cm ∼ 0.7 is typical for
combustion having bimodal distribution of a c field (Bray, 1979). A comparison of
the parameter Cm calculated from equations 5.1 and 5.2 would be useful to study
flamelet/non-flamelet behaviour in MILD combustion. For flamelet combustion,
the parameters Cm from both equations would be similar one another and almost
constant inside flame brush (Bray, 1979). Also, equation 5.2 reveals whether the
respective laminar flame, MIFE, is fully representative for MILD combustion or
not, and whether the c field is flamelet like, since the equation includes a laminar
flame solution and a PDF of c.
Figure 5.2 shows variation of Cm with c˜. The parameter is calculated using
equations 5.1 and 5.2 for cT and cY . As clearly shown, the parameter Cm based
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Figure 5.1: Reynolds average of normalised reaction rate (red lines) and scalar
dissipation rate (black lines) for (a) Case C, (b) Case A1, (c) Case A2, and (d)
Case B1. Solid lines: values based on cT , and dashed lines: values based on cY .
The scalar dissipation rate of cY for MILD cases are multiplied by a factor of 0.1
for visibility.
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on cY is generally larger than that based on cT , since N˜cT < N˜cY and ω¯cT ∼ ω¯cT
in general for these cases. For the conventional premixed case, the parameter
calculated using equation 5.1 shows a very large value at c˜ ≤ 0.05 due to the
singularity in equation 5.1 for ω¯cT ∼ 0. For 0.2 ≤ c˜ ≤ 0.8 which corresponds to
inside the flame brush, the parameters Cm — obtained using both equations 5.1
and 5.2 — are almost constant and close one another. Thus, the conventional
premixed case considered in this study is adequately modelled using the flamelet
model in equation 5.1 as in previous studies (Swaminathan & Bray, 2005; Kolla
et al., 2009, 2010).
In MILD combustion, the behaviour of the parameter Cm is different from that
observed for the conventional premixed case. The variation Cm for cT obtained
from equation 5.1 (solid line) shows a constant variation for all the MILD cases,
while that for cY does not. Such behaviour of Cm for cY is because of large mean
scalar dissipation rate near upstream regions as shown in figure 5.1, which is due
to imperfect mixing of the mixture. Thus, the mean reaction rate ωcY cannot
be modelled for MILD combustion using this Cm value because equation 5.1 no
longer holds for cY .
The parameters calculated based on equation 5.2 (symbols) do not seem con-
sistent with the ones obtained from equation 5.1, unlike the conventional pre-
mixed case. Such behaviour of the parameter is because of the non-bimodal PDF
(figure 3.2) and MIFE (figure 3.14) which is partly representative of the present
MILD combustion cases. The parameter Cm for cY obtained using equation 5.2
also shows unsatisfactory results, although the PDF distribution of cY is rela-
tively sharp as discussed in figure 3.3b. These results show the possibility that
the flamelet approach is used for cT for the present MILD cases, although an
appropriate flamelet library needs to be developed to systematically determine
Cm.
5.3 Conditional PDF of scalar gradient
In this section, the conditional PDF of scalar gradient is used to understand
flamelet or non-flamelet behaviour of MILD reaction zones. After the construction
method is explained, the PDF is discussed for the conventional premixed case.
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Figure 5.2: The model parameter Cm directly calculated from equations 5.1 (lines)
and 5.2 (Symbol) for (a) Case C, (b) Case A1, (c) Case A2, and (d) Case B1.
The parameter Cm is based on cT (solid line and ◦), and cY (dashed line and △).
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The PDF is also directly compared with the respective laminar flame solution.
The result for the conventional premixed case is used for comparative purposes in
a discussion for the MILD cases. The method to construct the conditional PDF
of scalar gradient based on the three-dimensional fields of the reaction rate and
scalar gradient involves five steps given below.
1. The three-dimensional gradient of progress variable ∇cT is computed using
the same numerical scheme employed for the DNS.
2. The flame surface is identified using the local minimum value of ∇ω+cT sub-
ject to ω+cT ≥ 0.5ω
+
cT ,max
, where ω+cT ,max is the global maximum value of ω
+
cT
.
The identified surface is then expressed locally as (fx(s), fy(s)) for x-y, and
(fx(s), fz(s)) for x-z planes, where s is a local coordinate along the surface.
3. The normal vectors, n1,xy and n1,xz, of the surfaces are calculated in every
2D plane as n1,xy = (−dfy/ds, dfx/ds) for x-y and n1,xz = (−dfz/ds, dfx/ds)
for x-z planes. Similar procedure is followed to obtain the tangential vec-
tors, n2,xy and n2,xz, in the corresponding planes.
4. The flame normal and one of its two tangential vectors at every point on
the surface is then constructed using the respective 2D vectors obtained
in the previous step. The second tangential vector is calculated using the
vector cross product rule. The normal and tangential components of ∇cT
are then computed as ∇cT · ni, where i = 1, 2 and 3 denote respectively
the normal and two tangential directions.
5. The samples for constructing PDF are collected in the normal and tangen-
tial directions over a length of 2δth on either side of the point of interest.
These samples obtained from the entire computational domain are used to
construct joint, P (ψ+i , ω
+
cT
), and marginal, P (ω+cT ), PDFs, where the symbol
ψ+i denotes ln(|∇
+cT · ni|). The conditional PDF is then obtained using
the Bayes theorem: P (ψ+i |ω
+
cT
) = P (ψ+i , ω
+
cT
)/P (ω+cT ).
The above procedure identifies the locations of local maximum reaction rate as
the reaction zone surfaces. Thus, any subjectivity, which arises when a particular
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Typical reaction rate variation (colour), and reaction zone normal
vectors computed as in Steps (2–4) for (a) the conventional premixed case and
(b) Case B1.
threshold value is used, can be generally avoided. Also, this method helps to avoid
effects of multiply connected surfaces, which would also result if a threshold is
used, especially in the MILD cases (see figure 3.9). Typical normal vectors n1 are
shown in figure 5.3 for Cases B1 and C. Note the vectors point the out-of-plane
directions in general which makes some of these vectors look shorter than unity.
As shown in the figure, the vectors are calculated at local maximum reaction
rate locations, and multiply connected surfaces do not seem to affect the normal
directions in the MILD case using this method. The normal vectors computed
using a threshold value are also shown for a comparison in figure 5.4, where
two typical threshold values are tested. As clearly shown, the choice of threshold
value has a significant effect on the reaction zone surface and its normal directions.
Also, the multiply connected surfaces alter the normal directions of the surfaces
if threshold is used.
Figure 5.5 shows the conditional PDF constructed using the above steps.
Contours of the PDF are shown for the normal (ψ1, thick black line) and one of the
tangential components (ψ2, thin-dashed lines), since the behaviour of P (ψ3|ω
+
cT
) is
similar P (ψ2|ω
+
cT
). The variation of (ψ, ω+cT ) obtained from the respective laminar
flame is also shown in the figure for a comparison (grey line).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Typical reaction rate variation (colour), and reaction zone normal
vectors computed by using a threshold, instead of using a local minimum ∇ω+cT
location as in Steps (2–4). The threshold is (a) 30%, and (b) 50% of the global
maximum reaction rate ω+cT ,max. Note that only half of computed vectors are
shown for visibility in (a).
First, the conventional premixed case shown in figure 5.5a is discussed. The
most probable normal component of the scalar gradient ψ+1 is larger than that
of the tangential component in general. Such behaviour of the normal and tan-
gential components is typical for flamelet combustion. The normal component
PDF shows that the scalar gradient increases with the reaction rate, which is
well described by equations 3.7 and 5.1. In contrast, the large P (ψ2|ω
+
cT
) exists
at very small ψ2 irrespective of ω
+
cT
. The most probable normal gradient of the
conventional premixed case closely agrees with the respective laminar flame solu-
tion denoted by a grey line. The two branches seen for the conditional PDF (also
for the laminar flame solution) for ω+cT ≤ 1 are due to the typical variation of
∇cT and ωcT in cT space. The upper branch (larger gradient with small reaction
rate) corresponds to the flame front thermal region. These results are consistent
with the expected behaviour for conventional premixed combustion.
The behaviour of the normal gradient component in the MILD cases is quite
different from that for the conventional premixed case as shown in figures 5.5b–
5.5d. The PDF of the normal component is more distributed than in the con-
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ventional premixed case, and suggests that MILD combustion does not have a
strong trend of scalar gradient behaviour. Such broad distribution of the PDF
results from the reaction zone interactions and reaction-dominated scalar trans-
port discussed in sections 3.3 and 4.2. However, despite the broad distribution
of the normal component PDF, the scalar normal gradient tends to increase with
an increase of the reaction rate. Such behaviour seems flamelet like, and is due to
the presence of thin reaction zones observed locally in figure 3.9. Similar partial
flamelet characteristics are also observed in figure 5.2 for MILD cases.
A comparison of the normal and tangential components in the MILD cases
shows that the PDF of the tangential component is as broad as that of the nor-
mal component. For small reaction rate, the PDFs of the normal and tangential
components are almost identical. The PDF contours of the tangential component
start to deviate from the normal component at ω+cT ∼ 0.05 for Case C, ω
+
cT
∼ 1
for Cases A1 and A2, and ω+cT ∼ 2 for Case B1, due to the heat release effect. In
intense reaction rate regions, the normal component is generally larger than the
tangential component of scalar gradient, which is interpreted as flamelet char-
acteristics. However, by comparing the P (ψ1|ω
+
cT
) = 0.3 and P (ψ2|ω
+
cT
) = 0.3
contours, the difference of the normal and tangential components seems to be
smaller in the MILD cases than in the conventional premixed case. Such be-
haviour suggests that the scalar gradient behaviour in MILD combustion is less
directional compared to conventional premixed combustion. Thus, the MILD
combustion cases considered in the present work has flamelet characteristics, but
the tendency is relatively weak.
In figure 5.6, the marginal PDF of ψ+i is extracted from the conditional PDF
at ω+cT = ω1 and ω2 to study the scalar gradient behaviour in detail. Here, ω1
is 0.1ω2 and ω2 is a half of ω
+
cT ,max
. For the high reaction rate region ω+cT = ω2,
the PDF shows that the locations of the PDF peaks differ between the normal
(thick lines) and tangential (thin lines) components by 2.4 for Case C, 1.2 for
Case A1, 1.3 for Case A2, and 0.8 for Case B1. The difference is largest for
the conventional premixed case as shown earlier. Amongst the MILD cases, the
difference is largest in Case A2 (largest Da) and smallest in Case B1 (smallest
Da). This implies that the difference between the normal and tangential gradi-
ents diminishes progressively as Da decreases or the dilution level increases. For
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Conditional PDF of ψ1 (thick lines) and ψ2 (thin lines) conditioned
on normalised reaction rate ω+cT for (a) Case C, (b) Case A1, (c) Case A2, and
(d) Case B1. The grey line is the respective laminar flame solutions of MIFEs A
and B (for Cases A1–B1) and Flame C (for Case C).
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low reaction rate ω+cT = ω1, the difference in the PDFs between the normal and
tangential components is negligible because of the small heat release rate. There-
fore, the scalar gradient behaviour is less flamelet like when the dilution level and
turbulence level are high, although there is still a direct relation between scalar
gradient and reaction rate.
5.4 Chemical Markers for MILD Reaction Zones
Although this chapter explains chemical markers which is not the prime objective
of the present work, it is included here as a main content of the thesis, since it
can be used to extend the PDF described in the previous section. The OH PLIF
measurements have been performed for MILD combustion (Plessing et al., 1998;
O¨zdemir & Peters, 2001; Medwell, 2007; Duwig et al., 2012) to study MILD
reaction zones because OH LIF signal SOH appears in the burnt regions and it
has a good signal-to-noise ratio. However, identifying reaction zones using iso-
contours of SOH might be subjective as the choice of a threshold value affects the
shape of distributed reaction zones. Non-uniformity of the MILD mixture field
also affects the shape of reaction zones identified using this method. For these
reasons, observations of MILD reaction zones relying on SOH show only part of
their behaviour.
Many previous studies on turbulent premixed flames used a LIF signal of
particular species, such as CH and CHO, and the products of LIF signals of
two species such as SOH × SCH2O, to identify heat releasing regions (Nguyen
& Paul, 1996; Paul & Najm, 1998; Balachandran et al., 2005; Fayoux et al.,
2005; Tanahashi et al., 2005, 2008; Kiefer et al., 2009; Richter et al., 2005; Li
et al., 2010; Ro¨der et al., 2013). The choice of these scalars are fuel mixture
specific (Paul & Najm, 1998; Najm et al., 1998b,a), and they have been tested
and used for stoichiometric and lean premixed methane-air flames previously.
The chemical marker CH has reasonable correlation with heat release only for
undiluted reactant mixture with equivalence ratio of around 0.8-1.2 (Kiefer et al.,
2009). Thus, this marker may not be a suitable choice for the MILD combustion.
The signal-to-noise ratio for CHO LIF signal is generally low compared to OH
and formaldehyde (Paul & Najm, 1998), although Kiefer et al. (2009) measured
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: PDF of ψ1 (thick lines), and ψ2 and ψ3 (thin lines) for (a) Case C,
(b) Case A1, (c) Case A2 and (d) Case B1. The PDF is at ω+cT = ω1 (dashed
lines) and ω+cT = ω2 (solid lines), where ω1 is 0.1ω2 and ω2 is a half of global
maximum ω+cT in the entire domain except the upstream boundary. The PDF is
extracted from figure 5.5, and these two ω+cT values are indicated using dotted
lines in figure 5.5.
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CHO LIF images with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio using multimode lasers .
The PLIF measurements of OH and CH2O have been conducted for MILD
combustion in past studies (Duwig et al., 2012; Medwell, 2007) with decent signal-
to-ratio. However, thorough and direct investigation into the applicability of these
chemical markers to estimate heat release rate has not been carried out for MILD
combustion, and effects of dilution and mixture non-uniformity on this ability are
not yet clear. Thus, it is useful to test whether the above chemical markers to
identify heat releasing zones work for the MILD combustion. This is the prime
motive in this section. The representative LIF signals of the markers, OH, CH2O
and CHO, are deduced using the DNS data of turbulent MILD combustion first.
These signals are then used to evaluate the adequacy of these chemical markers
by comparing with the heat releasing regions from the DNS data. The second
objective is to develop an alternative method to construct a conditional PDF
similar to the one obtained in section 5.3, using only experimentally available
quantities. The developed method is used to obtain the PDF using the deduced
LIF signals and discussed for scalar gradient analysis from an experimental view
point.
5.4.1 Measurable species for MILD reaction zones
In order to study the adequacy of the conventional chemical markers numerically,
LIF signals, SCH2O, SOH, and SCHO, have to be deduced from the DNS results.
The LIF signal is generally related to the local molar concentration of a partic-
ular species and local temperature. The relation of the LIF signal, the molar
concentration and temperature can be expressed as:
SCH2O ∝ [CH2O]T
1−β, 2.2 ≤ β ≤ 3.0, (5.3)
SOH ∝ [OH]T
1−β, −2.0 ≤ β ≤ 1.0, (5.4)
SCHO ∝ [CHO]T
1−β, 1.0 ≤ β ≤ 1.5, (5.5)
for a temperature range of 1000 ≤ T ≤ 1800 K when Boltzmann equilibrium is
considered (Paul & Najm, 1998; Najm et al., 1998b; Puri et al., 1992; Cessou &
Stepowski, 1996; Schiessl et al., 2004). Here, the square brackets denote molar
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concentration of species, and the parameter β can be adjusted by the selection
of particular transition used for the measurement. For the present study, the
parameter β is set to be 2.6 for CH2O, zero for OH and 1.25 for CHO signals
(Paul & Najm, 1998; Najm et al., 1998b). It is also verified that the choice
of β does not change the conclusions of the present work, by eliminating the
temperature dependence in equations 5.3–5.5 by setting β = 1.
Figure 5.7 shows variations of the actual ω∗cT and estimated reaction rates
across the laminar flames, Flame C, MIFEs A and B, discussed in figure 2.3. The
estimated reaction rates are obtained as ω∗e1 = (SOH × SCH2O)
∗ and ω∗e2 = S
∗
CHO,
where the superscript “*” denotes a normalisation using a global maximum value.
The peak locations of the actual ω∗cT and estimated ω
∗
e1,e2 reaction rates are almost
identical with a small difference of about 0.06δth for MIFEs, and about 0.11δth for
the conventional premixed laminar flame. However, the variation of the actual
reaction rate across the flame is reproduced only approximately by the estimates,
as reported in Fayoux et al. (2005). Especially, the non-zero reaction rate on the
burnt side is captured by neither of the estimates since both CH2O and CHO
are consumed quickly in the reaction zone. Similar trend of estimates is observed
for Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) A explained in section 6.2 in figure 5.7d.
Thus, as reported in the previous study for conventional premixed flames (Fayoux
et al., 2005), these estimated reaction rate ω∗e1,e2 can identify location of the
peak reaction rate for both conventional premixed and MILD combustion in the
laminar flames, and this holds for PSR-type phenomena.
Effects of non-uniform mixture (section 2.5) and interacting reaction zones
(section 3.3) on estimates ω∗e1,e2 need to be verified. The actual and estimated
reaction rate fields, ω∗cT , ω
∗
e1 and ω
∗
e2, in the mid x-y plane are respectively shown
in figures 5.8(a–c), (d–f) and (g–i). Although similar variations of ω+cT are al-
ready shown in section 3.2, ω∗cT is shown here for comparative purposes since
the normalisation is now different. The estimated reaction rate fields show a
reasonable agreement with the actual field for both the conventional premixed
and MILD cases, although it is not surprising to see good agreement for the con-
ventional premixed case. Many features of the MILD reaction zones observed in
the ω∗cT field explained in section 3.2 are reproduced reasonably well by ω
∗
e1 and
ω∗e2. There are also some differences observed: for example, the shapes of isolated
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: Variations of the actual (ω∗cT : thin black line), and estimated (ω
∗
e1:
dashed line and ω∗e2: ×) reaction rates, and cT (thick grey line) for the respective
laminar flames for (a) Case C, (b) Cases A1 and A2, and (c) for Case B1. Similar
variations for Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) A proposed in section 6.2 are also
shown. The location, x+ = 0, corresponds to the location of peak ω∗cT , and x
+ ≤ 0
and x+ ≥ 0 correspond to unburnt and burnt sides respectively.
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pockets of estimated reaction zones for the Case B1 (figures 5.8f and 5.8i) are not
similar to the one in the actual reaction rate field. However, the location of the
local maximum reaction rate seems to be well represented by these estimates.
Figure 5.9 shows variations of instantaneous ω∗e1 and ω
∗
e2 with ω
∗
cT
as a scatter
plot for Case B1. The samples are obtained from the mid x-y plane shown in
figure 5.8, and this variation is found to be typical for other MILD and conven-
tional premixed cases. The correlation between the actual and estimated values
is relatively low for small ω∗cT with two distinct branches as shown in figure 5.9.
Such trends of ω∗e1,e2 in low reaction rate regions have been already observed in
figure 5.7c. However, the agreement of the actual and estimated values is good for
high reaction rate (ω∗cT ≥ 0.3). Thus, the estimation of reaction zones using the
chemical markers SOH×SCH2O and SCHO is reasonable for the MILD combustion
as well as the conventional premixed combustion.
5.4.2 Measurable species for progress variable and its gra-
dient
The contours of reaction progress variable based on temperature cT are compared
to those estimated using OH LIF signals S∗OH. The estimated progress variable
cPLIF is calculated as cPLIF = S
∗
OH, where S
∗
OH varies from zero to unity. The
typical results are shown in figure 5.10 for the Cases C and B1. The cT contours
are shown as solid lines while the contours of the estimated progress variable field
cPLIF are shown as dashed lines. As one would expect, the cPLIF field reproduces
the characteristics of cT well for the conventional premixed case, except for a
small offset. The scatter plot of instantaneous cT and cPLIF shown in figure 5.11a
also suggests that cT can be reconstructed in most of the domain once local cPLIF
is known, since the relationship between instantaneous cT and cPLIF is monotonic
except for cPLIF ≥ 0.85. This further confirms that the statistics of cT and cPLIF
is similar to one another for the conventional premixed case.
A typical comparison of cT and cPLIF shown for a MILD case, Case B, in
figures 5.10d–5.10f shows the correlation is not as good as for the conventional
premixed case in general. However, a reasonable agreement is observed for cT =
0.6 and cPLIF = 0.6 contours, where the heat release peaks in the respective
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 5.8: Contours of ω∗cT (a–c), ω
∗
e1 (d–f), and ω
∗
e2 (g–i) in the mid x-y plane
for Case A1 (a, d, g), Case B1 (b, e, h) and Case C (c, f, i). Thick black line:0.2,
and thin lines: 0.3, 0.4, · · · , 0.9.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Typical variations of instantaneous (a) ω∗e1 and (b) ω
∗
e2 with ω
∗
cT
for
Case B1. One fourth of all the samples from the same x-y slice as in figure. 5.8
are shown.
canonical laminar flame. For other locations shown in figures 5.10d and 5.10f,
there is a close match observed locally between cT and cPLIF in several locations.
The scatter plot in figure 5.11b shows that cPLIF increases with cT in general.
However, the broad distribution of the cT -cPLIF scatter indicates that SOH is not
suitable for the estimation of instantaneous cT field for MILD combustion.
A close study of figure 5.10 suggests that the cT and cPLIF contours are almost
parallel to one another in predominant regions for the MILD combustion case.
Thus, a contour of a particular cT value can be represented well by a contour of a
different cPLIF value. This parallelism suggests that their gradient vectors point in
the same direction, which is verified by calculating the PDF of the inner product
of the gradient unit vectors based on cT and cPLIF conditioned on ω
∗
cT
. These
unit vectors are defined as ncT = ∇cT/|∇cT | and nOH = ∇cPLIF/|∇cPLIF|. A
typical PDF of the inner product conditioned on the reaction rate ω∗cT , calculated
as P (|nOH ·ncT ||ωcT ) = P (|nOH ·ncT |, ωcT )/P (ωcT ), is shown in figure 5.12 for the
MILD (Case B1) and conventional premixed cases. The conditional PDF shown
for the conventional premixed case peaks near |ncT · nOH| = 1 as one would
expect from the close correlation of cT and cPLIF shown in figure 5.11. The PDF
for Case B1 shown in figure 5.12b is typical for the other MILD combustion cases
studied here. The PDF shown for the MILD case also suggests a good alignment
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.10: Contours of cT (solid-red line) and cPLIF (dashed line) for Case C
(a–c) and Case B1 (d–f) in the same x-y plane as in Fig. 5.8. The contour level
is 0.2 (a, d), 0.6 (b, e) and 0.8 (c, f).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Scatter plot of the instantaneous cT and cPLIF for (a) Case C and
(b) Case B1. One fourth of all the samples in the same x-y slice as in figure. 5.10.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Contours of the conditional PDF of the inner product, P (|ncT ·
nOH||ω
∗
cT
) for (a) Case C and (b) Case B1. The PDF is constructed using samples
from the entire domain and sampling period for each case.
between ncT and nOH, especially at locations with high heat release rate. The
PDF broadens slightly for small ω∗cT values, which come predominantly from
unburnt and burnt regions of the flame front, as shown in figure 5.7c. Therefore,
the orientation of the cT gradient can be estimated adequately using variation of
S∗OH gradient.
5.4.3 Conditional PDF of estimated scalar gradient
The aim in this section is to explain and validate an alternative method to con-
struct a conditional PDF of scalar gradient such that shown in section 5.3, using
only two-dimensional measurable fields. In order to construct such a PDF, (1)
scalar gradient field is required, and (2) local peak locations of reaction rate have
to be accurately identified to calculate normal and tangential vectors. As ex-
plained in the previous section, local peak of reaction rate field is well identified
using SOH × SCH2O or SCHO, although its variation, especially in the burnt side,
is generally underestimated. The progress variable field cannot be reconstructed
using SOH for MILD combustion, but the direction of its gradient is fairly well
correlated with ∇SOH. Also, simultaneous PLIF measurements of OH and CH2O,
or OH and CHO are generally possible. Thus, the conditional PDF can be con-
structed using LIF signals— SOH and SCH2O, or SOH and SCHO — by employing
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standard laser diagnostics such as a simultaneous two-dimensional PLIF of two
species. Although the two-dimensionality affects gradient information, the effect
is only a factor of 4/π = 1.27 (Hawkes et al., 2011; Chakraborty et al., 2013),
which is likely to be negligible when the gradient is plotted in the logarithm scale
as in figure 5.5.
First, in order to verify above discussion, the conditional PDF, P (ψ+i |ω
∗), is
constructed using three-dimensional LIF signals, SOH, SCH2O and SCHO, deduced
from DNS results. The LIF signals are computed to obtain the 3D estimated re-
action rate field, ω∗e1 or ω
∗
e2, and scalar gradient field ∇c
+
PLIF. The estimated fields
are then used in the steps described in section 5.3. The estimated conditional
PDF based on 3D fields is shown in figure 5.13. The respective laminar flame
solution, obtained and normalised in the same manner, is also superimposed onto
the constructed PDF. For comparison, the PDFs obtained using actual fields,
ω∗cT and ∇cT , are also shown in figures 5.14a–5.14c. These PDFs are basically
the same as in figure 5.5, but the normalisation for the reaction rate is different.
The PDFs shown in figures 5.14d–5.14f are constructed based on ω∗e1 and ∇cPLIF,
and figures 5.14g–5.14i are based on ω∗e2 and ∇cPLIF. The two branches, clearly
appearing in both PDF and laminar flame solution of the conventional premixed
case, become less obvious with an increase of dilution level in the MILD cases.
For the conventional premixed case, the high probability density regions in the
estimated PDF are well followed by the laminar flame solution on a par with
the PDF based on the actual fields. In contrast, the estimated PDF for the
MILD cases shows broad distribution and agreement between the PDF and lam-
inar flame solution is much less than that shown in the conventional premixed
case. Thus, the characteristics of ω∗cT -∇cT relation observed in the actual PDF
is reproduced reasonably well in the estimated PDF based on three-dimensional
fields.
Similar PDFs are constructed using two-dimensional actual and estimated
fields, and shown in figure 5.14. Such estimated PDF based on 2D species fields
can be obtained through standard laser measurements. The steps described in
section 5.3 are repeated to obtain the conditional PDF from 2D subsets of the 3D
data. The only difference is in the steps 3 and 4 for the normal and tangential
vector calculation. These vectors are obtained simply as n1 = (−dfy/ds, dfx/ds)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 5.13: The conditional PDF, P (ψ+i |ω
∗), of scalar gradient normal compo-
nent ψ+1 (thick line) and tangential component ψ
+
2 (thin line) for the conventional
premixed case (a, d, g), Case A2 (b, e, h), and Case B1 (c, f, i). PDFs based
on the actual ω∗cT and ∇cT fields (a–c), estimated fields ω
∗
e1 and ∇cPLIF (d–f),
and estimated fields ω∗e2 and ∇cPLIF (g–i). The grey line is the respective laminar
flame solution, (ψ+lam, ω
∗
cT
).
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and n2 = (dfx/ds, dfy/ds) in every 2D (x-y) plane. Despite the effect of two-
dimensionality on the gradient results described above, the results seem to be
close to the ones obtained using 3D fields shown in figure 5.13. Also, the estimated
PDF based on 2D fields reproduce important characteristics observed in the actual
conditional PDF in figure 5.5 for both conventional premixed and MILD cases,
regardless of the choice of species.
Thus, using conventional PLIF techniques, a similar conditional PDF of scalar
gradient can be constructed to study flamelet/non-flamelet characteristics of tur-
bulent combustion, especially for MILD combustion. An analysis based on these
PDFs may be more useful for statistical analysis compared to visual examinations
of PLIF images. An experimental study on these PDFs would be of interest.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 5.14: The conditional PDF, P (ψ+i |ω
∗), of 2D scalar gradient normal com-
ponent ψ+1 (thick line) and tangential component ψ
+
2 (thin line) for the conven-
tional premixed case (a, d, g), Case A2 (b, e, h), and Case B1 (c, f, i). PDFs
based on the actual ω∗cT and ∇cT fields (a–c), estimated fields ω
∗
e1 and ∇cPLIF
(d–f), and estimated fields ω∗e2 and ∇cPLIF (g–i). The grey line is the respective
laminar flame solution, (ψ+lam, ω
∗
cT
).
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Chapter 6
Modelling of MILD Combustion
6.1 Background and objectives
Most numerical studies of MILD combustion are based on RANS simulations
and a few studies are based on LES. For RANS simulations, Eddy Dissipation
Concept (EDC) is widely employed to describe distributed reaction zones under
MILD conditions to model mean reaction rate (Weber et al., 2000; Orsino et al.,
2001; Christo & Dally, 2005; Galletti et al., 2007; Li & Mi, 2011; Aminian et al.,
2011). However, EDC was developed to consider the effect of turbulent motion on
reaction zone distribution, and so it assumes that distributed reaction zones exist
within the fine structure equivalent to the region of turbulence energy dissipation
(Magnussen, 1981). Such assumptions may limit the applicability of this mean
reaction rate closure for MILD combustion simulations, since the dilution level
increases the spatial extent of distributed reaction zones, as shown in figures 3.5–
3.7. The deviation of the predicted mean temperature from the experimental
results with an increase of the mixture dilution level has been reported in a
previous study (Christo & Dally, 2005), suggesting this limitation when EDC is
used under high dilution conditions.
The results presented in the present work also suggest that conventional nu-
merical approaches seem to be applicable. For instance, the presumed PDF
based on the β-function reasonably represents the PDF of cT (see section 3.1).
Flamelet behaviour is observed in the reaction rate and scalar gradient relation-
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ship, although such flamelet-like tendency is weak compared to the conventional
premixed case (section 5.3). However, the respective canonical flame based on
the laminar flamelet, MIFE, does not fully represent the MILD combustion con-
sidered in this work (section 3.4). Thus, a fully representative model reactor is
first discussed in the next section, and the model reactor is validated using the
DNS results. Afterwards, an a priori assessment is carried out employing the
presumed PDF approach to validate the proposed model reactor for a mean and
filtered reaction rate closure in the RANS and LES contexts.
6.2 Perfectly Stirred Reactor model
Although the effect of exhaust gas pockets in the initial mixture is partially
included in the MILD Flame Elements (MIFEs), the MILD combustion char-
acteristics are not fully represented by the canonical flame as discussed in sec-
tion 3.4. Thus, the following characteristics need to be taken into account for a
fully-representative model reactor, based on the findings discussed in the previous
sections.
(1) A MILD mixture consists of both exhaust and fresh gases including radicals
and intermediate species (section 3.4).
(2) Thin reaction zones propagating at ∼ SL solely are no longer predominant
in MILD combustion due to the reaction zone interactions and autoignition
producing distributed reaction zones.
(3) As shown in the previous sections the scalar gradient tends to be smaller for
MILD combustion cases, leading to relatively uniform combustion.
Based on the above insights, a one-dimensional laminar flame, which consists
of a propagating flame such as Flames A and B (as referenced in section 2.6.1)
and MIFEs, may not be suitable in an average sense. MILD combustion consists
of volumetric reaction zones which spread out over a large portion of the domain.
Another possible way is to treat such MILD reaction zones as Perfectly Stirred
Reactors (PSR) having a representative residence time. A tabulated chemistry
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Table 6.1: Summary of the mixture properties. Units are Kelvins (K) and mil-
liseconds (ms).
XCH4,r XO2,r XH2O,r XCO2,r Tr Tp τign
PSR A 0.0093 0.0345 0.135 0.064 1500 1667 0.285
PSR B 0.0059 0.0247 0.143 0.068 1500 1610 0.350
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Figure 6.1: Reaction rate variation with temperature for unsteady PSR solution
for the mixture in Case B1 with various residence times ranging from 0.1 to 0.4
ms.
involving a PSR has been used in a previous study (Duwig et al., 2008). In
the present work, however, the initial diluted reactant mixture composition for
PSR is based on the spatial average of the DNS initial species mass fraction field
including radicals and intermediate species. Also, only one variable — time t,
later converted to cT — is required for the present PSR model. Other initial
parameters are set according to the respective DNS condition, which is shown in
table 6.1. Here, PSR A is for DNS Cases A1 and A2, and PSR B is for Case B1.
Based on the initial and inflowing conditions as in table 6.1, the zero-dimensional,
unsteady PSR equations are solved for PSRs A and B, using the commercial
software COSILAB (COSILAB, 2007). The simulation is continued until the
reactor temperature reaches a nearly steady value, which is close to the burnt
temperature of the respective DNS result. The present PSR model is similar
to the EDC approach, because both assume PSR-type combustion in a certain
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volume. However, the present PSR model considers uniform combustion in the
volume, VPSR ∼ δ
3
th (see section 3.5), while the EDC model assumes PSR-type
combustion in the fine structure equivalent to the volume of turbulence energy
dissipation regions, VEDC ∼ η
3, (Magnussen, 1981). The ratio of these volumes
VPSR/VEDC ∼ (δth/η)
3 ∼ Ka3/2, since Ka = (δF/η)
2 ≈ (δth/η)
2, and Ka for the
present MILD cases is greater than unity (see table 2.2). Thus, the residence time
is set to be 0.4 ms which is similar to the flow through time τD for the present
MILD DNS cases. Note that the choice of residence time does not unduly change
the relationship between the reaction rate and temperature variations as seen in
figure 6.1. Thus, local regions where PSR-type combustion occurs in a different
residence time can also be taken into account sufficiently by the present PSR
model.
The variations of conditionally averaged species mass fraction 〈Yi|T 〉 of the
DNS results (Cases A1 and B1) are compared with the solutions of Flames A
and B, MIFEs A and B, and PSRs A and B in figure 6.2 for CH4, H2O, OH and
CO. Note that the conditional average of 〈Yi|T 〉 for Case A2 is very close to that
for Case A1. As discussed in section 3.4, MIFE shows good agreement for major
species, but is not sufficient for minor species. The present PSR models, how-
ever, show reasonable agreement for both major and minor species mass fraction
variations as shown in figure 6.2. This agreement is not unduly affected by the
residence time τres used to compute an unsteady PSR. Figure 6.3 shows a similar
comparison between the DNS results 〈Yi|T 〉 and unsteady PSR solutions where
τres of 0.1, 0.4 and 4.0 ms is used. The mixture for PSR is identical to that used
for either PSR A or PSR B. Although, the working temperature increases with
an increase of τres, the variations of Yi for both major and minor species do not
show significant deviation from the respective DNS result. A similar comparison
is shown in figure 6.4 for ωQ, where ωQ = Q˙/cp. As is clearly shown, ωQ vari-
ation of Flames A and B does not show good agreement with the DNS values.
For MIFE, only qualitative agreement is shown, although it underestimates the
reaction rate variation overall. This is because the effects of additional dilution
due to the exhaust gas pockets are not fully included in the reactant mixture.
Note that strained laminar flames with MIFE mixture are also considered with
various strain rates (not shown). However, they do not show adequate predic-
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tions in terms of reaction rate. From a physical point of view, this is because the
predominant factors in MILD combustion are the phenomena such as convoluted
and interacting reaction zones, rather than strain caused by a strong turbulence.
Although a broad scatter distribution of the reaction rate shown in figure 3.14
cannot be represented, the PSR model shows reasonable agreement with the
respective DNS case. The peak ωQ locations predicted by PSR A and B differ
only by 15 K and 10 K respectively from the conditionally-averaged variation
of the respective MILD DNS cases. The reaction rate at low temperature is
significantly large in the PSR result. This significant difference between the
DNS and PSR results is due to the boundary conditions; radicals are confined
in a relatively small portion to generate an intense reaction rate near the inlet
temperature in the DNS, while radical distribution is homogeneous under the
PSR boundary conditions. However, given the species mass fraction and reaction
rate variations close to DNS results, the PSR models are fully representative for
the MILD combustion conditions considered in this study. The broad scatter
distribution of the species mass fractions and reaction rate shown in figures 3.13
and 3.14 may be captured by considering additional variable such as cY or ξ
as in Duwig et al. (2008), or by considering a Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR)
using transport PDF methods (Pope, 1985; Chen & Kollmann, 1988). Although,
a thorough exploration of possible modelling approaches for MILD combustion
is not the aim in the present work, these approaches should be validated using
experimental and numerical data sets in the future work.
6.3 A priori assessment for chemical source term
6.3.1 Reynolds averaged reaction rate field
As shown in section 3.1, PDF of cT can be modelled reasonably well using the
β-PDF. The PSR models also show good agreement with DNS results in terms
of the conditional average. In this subsection, the β-function and the model
reactors, PSRs A and B, are assessed using a presumed PDF method for the
reaction rate prediction in the RANS context. Using the presumed PDF Pβ, the
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Figure 6.2: Variations of species mass fraction of CH4 (a, e), H2O (b, f), OH (c,
g), and CO (d, h) for Case A1 (a–d) and Case B1 (e–h). Thick line: DNS result
〈Yi|T 〉, red dashed line: Flames A and B, red dash-dotted line: MIFEs A and B,
and thin solid line: PSRs A and B.
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Figure 6.3: Variations of species mass fraction of CH4 (a, e), H2O (b, f), OH (c,
g), and CO (d, h) for Case A1 (a–d) and Case B1 (e–h). Thick black line: DNS
result 〈Yi|T 〉, thin red line: τres = 4.0 ms, thin black line: 0.4 ms (PSR A or B),
and thin blue line: 0.1 ms. The same mixture as PSR A (a–d) and PSR B (e–h)
is used.
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Figure 6.4: Variation of ωQ for (a) Case A1 and (b) Case B1. Black thick line:
DNS result 〈ωQ|T 〉, red dashed line: Flames A and B, red dash-dotted line:
MIFEs A and B, and thin solid line: PSRs A and B.
mean reaction rate is modelled as:
ω¯cT ,model =
∫ 1
0
ωL(c)Pβ(c)dc, (6.1)
where ωL(ξ) is the reaction rate based on cT as a function of ξ = cT obtained from
a model reactor, and P (c) is the presumed PDF based on the β-function, which is
shown at arbitrary locations in figure 3.2. The exact and modelled mean reaction
rate variations, ω¯cT and ω¯cT ,model, are shown in figure 6.5 for Cases A1 and B1.
Only two canonical reactors, MIFE and PSR, are assessed, since Flames A and
B are not representative for the present cases. The mean reaction rate obtained
from DNS results shows large values at the upstream region. This clearly shows
that the reactant mixture reacts as soon as it enters the (recovered) exhaust
gases, as illustrated in figure 2.1. The mean reaction rate variation calculated
from the DNS results is captured qualitatively by MIFEs A and B. However,
the modelled variations are smaller than the respective DNS results about 2 to 3
times. The PSR models, however, show adequate agreement with the respective
DNS case. Such agreement is expected because the solutions of PSRs A and
B show the close variations to the conditional averages of reaction rate for the
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: A comparison of the mean ω¯cT and predicted ω¯cT ,model reaction rate
variations as a function of cT for (a) Case A1 and (b) Case B1.
respective DNS case. Also, since PSRs A and B can represent the variations
of conditionally averaged mass fractions for both major and minor species, the
Reynolds averaged species variation can also be modelled adequately. Therefore
the use of conventional β-PDF together with a PSR model can represent the mean
fields of MILD combustion under a non-uniform mixture condition adequately.
6.3.2 Filtered reaction rate field
The approach and model reactors considered in section 6.3.1 can be applied to
develop a closure for filtered reaction rate for LES. In the LES context, the
presumed PDF and the modelled reaction rate can be calculated in the same
manner as in the RANS context, but the Reynolds and Favre averages are replaced
by LES filters calculated for any field f(x, y, z) respectively as:
〈f(x)〉DNS =
∫
f(x′)F (x− x′)dx′, (6.2)
and
[f ] =
〈ρf〉DNS
〈ρ〉DNS
. (6.3)
Here, 〈f〉 and [f ] denote filtering and density weighted filtering operations for f ,
and F is a filter kernel using a Gaussian function. In physical space the kernel
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for filter size ∆ is written as:
F (x− x′; ∆) =
(
6
π∆2
)1/2
exp
[
−
6
∆2
(x− x′)
]
. (6.4)
By replacing equations 3.4 and 3.5 respectively with equations 6.2 and 6.3, the
same equations for the presumed PDF (equations 3.1–3.3) and for the filtered
reaction rate (equation 6.1) can be used as:
Pβ(ξ) =
ξr−1(1− ξ)s−1
Γ(r)Γ(s)/Γ(r + s)
, (6.5)
r = [cT ]
(
[cT ]
1− [cT ]
[c′′2T ]
− 1
)
, s = r
1− [cT ]
[cT ]
, (6.6)
and
〈ωcT 〉
model =
∫ 1
0
ωL(c)Pβ(c)dc, (6.7)
where [c′′2T ] is the fluctuation from the filtered value. The Gaussian filter applied
here has the filter size ∆ of δth–3δth of the respective MILD case.
Figure 6.6 shows the spatial variations of the filtered 〈ω+cT 〉
DNS and modelled
reaction rate 〈ω+cT 〉
model for Case B1, where the filter width ∆ is set to be δth,
2δth and 3δth. The filtered reaction rate is obtained by filtering the DNS results,
and the modelled field is based on equation 6.7. The x-y plane shown here is
identical to the one shown in figure 3.7a, which is the DNS reaction rate field.
The effect of filter widths is clearly seen in figures 6.6a, 6.6c and 6.6e. In the
filtered reaction rate field, reaction zone convolutions are apparent for ∆ = δth,
but they are not so clear for ∆ = 2δth and 3δth. As discussed in sections 3.3 and
4.2, reaction zone interactions and reaction-dominated mixtures tend to occur
in relatively small regions, which seem to be filtered out when ∆ ≥ δth is used.
However, patchy behaviour of reaction zones, which is a characteristic of MILD
combustion (Dally et al., 2004), still appears for all filter sizes. Although this
characteristic and the shape of reaction zones in the upstream regions are not
well represented, the magnitude of reaction rate observed in the filtered field is
reasonably reproduced by the presumed-PDF model for all the filter sizes tested,
as shown in figures 6.6b, 6.6d and 6.6f.
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Joint PDF of filtered and modelled reaction rate is shown in figure 6.7 for
Case B1 with various filter sizes. This PDF is obtained using samples from the
entire sampling period. The diagonal line denotes the perfect agreement between
filtered 〈ω+cT 〉
DNS and modelled 〈ω+cT 〉
model reaction rates. As suggested in reaction
rate variations in figure 6.6, the joint PDF also shows that a reasonable agreement
between filtered and modelled reaction rates for all the filter sizes, and the best
agreement is shown for ∆ = 3δth. A similar joint PDF with a filter size of 3δth is
shown for Cases A1 and A2 in figure 6.8. Although deviation from the diagonal
line exists, a large probability density is generally located close to the diagonal
lines, suggesting that the present model reactor PSR is strongly representative of
MILD combustion.
Instantaneous reaction rate variations (DNS, filtered and modelled) are com-
pared at two instants in figure 6.9. Each reaction rate variation is averaged over
the periodic directions. The shape of these variations look similar to the Reynolds
averaged reaction rate shown in figure 6.5. The correlation between the filtered
and modelled reaction rates appears to be stronger for Case B1 (highest dilution
and turbulence level) than Case A2 (lowest dilution and turbulence). The results
suggest that the present PSR model works well for combustion under higher di-
lution conditions where reaction zones are distributed occupying a larger volume,
due to reaction zone interactions and turbulence-chemistry interactions.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.6: A comparison of the filtered 〈ω+cT 〉
DNS (a, c, e) and modelled 〈ω+cT 〉
model
(b, d, f) reaction rate ω¯+cT variations in a mid x-y plane for Case B1 at t = 1.5τD
(colour and contour lines). The contour lines show the same level for both filtered
and modelled reaction rate fields for comparison. The filter width is set as δth (a,
b), 2δth (c, d), and 3δth (e, f).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.7: Joint PDF of filtered 〈ω+cT 〉
DNS and modelled 〈ω+cT 〉
model reaction rate
for Case B1. A perfect correlation between filtered and modelled reaction rates
is represented by the diagonal line (dash-dotted). The filter width is set as (a)
δth, (b) 2δth, and (c) 3δth.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: Joint PDF of filtered 〈ω+cT 〉
DNS and modelled 〈ω+cT 〉
model reaction rate
for (a) Case A1 and (b) Case A2. The filter width is set as 3δth.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.9: One-dimensional variations of the DNS (thick solid lines), filtered
〈ω+cT 〉
DNS (dashed lines), and modelled 〈ω+cT 〉
model (thin solid lines) reaction rate
ω+cT averaged in the periodic directions at t = 1.5τD (black) and 2.0τD (red) for
(a) Case A1, (b) Case A2, and (c) Case B1. The filter width is set as 3δth.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The aims of this thesis are to investigate turbulent MILD combustion and its
modelling. In order to carry out analysis in detail, DNS of MILD combustion
is employed. Typically, a MILD mixture is likely to be inhomogeneous due to
short mixing time, although MILD combustion involves with high jet Reynolds
number conditions to enhance mixing in practice. The mixture inhomogeneity is
included by using the two-stage strategy for the MILD combustion DNS. Also,
a skeletal mechanism including non-unity Lewis number effects is employed to
describe combustion kinetics. Direct numerical simulation of conventional turbu-
lent premixed flame under a high Da condition is also performed for one case for
comparative purposes. In this chapter, the results obtained in previous chapters
are presented and summarised. Finally, future work is suggested to close this
chapter.
7.1 Preprocessing of inflowing mixture fields for
MILD combustion DNS
Construction of initial and inlet mixture fields, which mimics EGR conditions, is
carefully processed and the method is presented in chapter 2. The dilution, initial
temperature and turbulence conditions are set to represent MILD conditions in
the previous experimental studies. These partially premixed fields consisting
of exhaust and fresh gas pockets are then fed from the inlet boundary of DNS
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combustion domain. Totally three MILD combustion cases and one conventional
premixed combustion case are considered. The condition for the conventional
premixed case is chosen to represent a classical turbulent premixed flame which
has flamelet characteristics, mainly used for comparative purposes.
The features of the simulated MILD combustion cases, such as the uniform
temperature field, PDF of normalised temperature and OH radicals, existence of
patchy reaction zones, and the contradicting behaviour of OH and temperature
fields, are comparable to typical experimental observations. They suggest that
the present DNS methodology and conditions are reasonably representative of
typical MILD combustion fields in laboratory scale MILD combustors employed
in previous experimental studies.
7.2 Reaction zones in MILD combustion
The instantaneous reaction rate field discussed in chapter 3 shows highly convo-
luted reaction zones, which cause frequent interactions between reaction zones.
Such interacting regions appear to contribute to the distributed reaction zones,
whose spatial extent increases with the dilution and turbulence levels. Also, the
final period of interaction identified using equation 3.8 tends to produce a small
scalar gradient with locally thin reaction zones. In order to quantify thin and
distributed reaction zone shapes, Minkowski functionals and shapefinders are ap-
plied for reaction rate iso-surfaces. Although these methods have originally been
developed in the cosmology field, they are sufficiently robust for turbulent com-
bustion study as well. The PDF of shapefinders shows the most probable shapes
of MILD reaction zones are pancake like, which classified as shapes between blobs
and sheets, while typical reaction zones are sheet like for the conventional com-
bustion. However, the reaction zone shapes in MILD combustion vary widely
from blobs to short tubes to pancakes. Several of local MILD reaction zones also
locate between sheet and pancake shapes. These morphological characteristics of
MILD combustion suggests the existence of non-flamelet like reaction zones, such
as autoigniting mixtures, since a propagating flame is usually associated with
thin reaction zones.
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Various scalar fluxes are studied with the aim of investigations into autoigni-
tion and flame-propagation regions. Although the present method identifies re-
action dominated and flame-propagation dominated regions but does not distin-
guish autoigniting regions, it is found that these two regions are entangled closely
one another. It is also found that the reaction dominated regions tend to locate
in small scalar gradient regions statistically. Similar autoignition characteristics
have been reported in previous studies for non-premixed combustion.
Based on the examinations of the reaction rate field, co-existence of thin and
distributed reaction zones, reaction zone interactions, reaction dominated regions
and flame-propagation dominated regions as well as turbulence-flame interactions
seems to have significant effects on flamelet/non-flamelet behaviour of MILD com-
bustion. Such flamelet/non-flamelet characteristics are studied using the PDF of
scalar gradient conditioned on the reaction rate, which is proposed in the present
study. This PDF allows a direct comparison between the DNS results and the
respective laminar flame solution. The results show that MILD combustion has
flamelet characteristics although the tendency is weak compared to classical pre-
mixed combustion. This is also ensured by studying the relation between the
mean reaction rate and mean scalar dissipation rate.
Conventional measurable species for reaction rate estimation are investigated
using deduced LIF signals for MILD combustion. LIF signals of species such as
OH, CH2O and CHO are found to be still adequate for MILD combustion to
estimate reaction rate field. Although the reaction progress variable cannot be
estimated using only OH LIF signals, its gradient direction has strong correla-
tion with the direction of OH PLIF intensity gradient. These estimated reaction
zones and scalar gradient directions are used to compute the above conditional
PDF of scalar gradient using only measurable species, and compared with the
respective laminar flame solution constructed accordingly. The conditional PDF
based on two-dimensional deduced LIF fields can reproduce a similar amount of
information obtained from the actual PDF, to investigate flamelet/non-flamelet
characteristics of MILD combustion. This suggests the same approach can be ap-
plied for experimental study for flamelet/non-flamelet behaviour in MILD com-
bustion by employing simultaneous OH and CH2O PLIF, or OH and CHO PLIF
technique.
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7.3 Modelling of MILD combustion
Given above results obtained from the DNS data sets, representative model re-
actors, namely Flames A and B, MIFEs (MILD Flame Elements) A and B, and
PSRs A and B are proposed and validated. The first models, Flames A and B,
are conventional one-dimensional laminar flamelets used to construct the initial
DNS field. The second ones, MIFEs, are similar one-dimensional laminar flames,
where the effect of additional dilution due to the existence of exhaust gas pockets
in the mixture is taken into account. The third model has a PSR-type configu-
ration to include distributed reaction zones, as well as additional dilution due to
exhaust gas pockets. Although PSR-type combustion is also considered in Eddy
Dissipation Concept (EDC), the present model assumes PSR-type combustion in
a volume, which is larger than the size of typical fine structure considered in EDC
approaches. These model reactors are compared with the conditional average of
mass fractions of various species and reaction rate using the DNS results, and
the PSR-type model is found to be reasonably representative. The representative
model reactor is then assessed for the mean and filtered reaction rate closure using
a presumed PDF method. The modelled mean/filtered reaction rate variations
show good agreement with the DNS results.
7.4 Future work
Generally, most MILD combustion modelling studies are based on non-flamelet
approaches such as EDC models, to take the nature of MILD combustion into ac-
count. Turbulent combustion models based on EDC assume that the reactants are
homogeneously mixed within fine structures corresponding to turbulence energy
dissipation regions, whose characteristics dimensions are the same magnitude as
the Kolmogorov length scale (Magnussen, 1981). However, as presented in this
work, the reaction zones spread out over a substantial volume of the domain,
which typically has the dimensions of the same magnitude as δ3th. According
to Christo & Dally (2005), the temperature prediction with the EDC model is
less satisfactory under intense dilution conditions (YO2 ∼ 3%). Such deviation
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from measured results can be because the portion occupied with distributed re-
action zone increases with dilution and turbulence levels due to reaction zones
interactions, but EDC does not take this into account. Thus, computation of
characteristic residence time in EDC, typically denoted as τ ∗ ∼ (ν/ε)1/2, needs
to include not only the turbulence effect but also a larger volume occupied by
such distributed reaction zones.
In the same way, flamelet approaches such as gradient-based models may work
if the effect of reaction zone interactions on scalar gradient is considered, which
is suggested by figure 5.2. Also, the validated PSR model appears to work under
the present combustion conditions. A similar canonical model needs to be tested
thoroughly for other combustion configurations and compared with DNS and/or
experimental results.
In the present study, a PSR-type canonical reactor is used in conjunction with
the presumed PDF. However, the mixture in the domain is not perfectly stirred
as shown in the broad scatter distribution in the T -Yi space shown in figure 3.13,
and local turbulence effects on the scalar mixing has to be taken into account.
Therefore, it would be worthwhile to assess the transport PDF method as it can
capture PaSR-type combustion (Pope, 1985; Chen & Kollmann, 1988).
It is also interesting to measure OH and CH2O, or OH and CHO simulta-
neously in MILD combustion, using PLIF techniques, although measurement of
CHO LIF signals may be difficult due to the low signal-to-noise ratio. Using
these LIF signals, heat release rate field is constructed to perform visual exami-
nations of MILD reaction zones on par with those performed in the present work.
These measured species fields can then be used to construct the conditional PDF
of scalar gradient, which is proposed in this work to investigate flamelet/non-
flamelet characteristics experimentally.
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Appendix A
Skeletal methane-air reaction mechanism
Table 1: Lewis number used for each species (Smooke & Giovangigli, 1991).
Species Le
1 CH4 0.97
2 O2 1.11
3 H2O 0.83
4 CO2 1.39
5 H 0.18
6 O 0.70
7 OH 0.73
8 HO2 1.10
9 H2 0.30
10 CO 1.10
11 H2O2 1.12
12 HCO 1.27
13 CH2O 1.28
14 CH3 1.00
15 CH3O 1.30
16 N2 1.00
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Table 2: Skeletal methane-air reaction mechanism (Smooke & Giovangigli, 1991).
Rate coefficients in the form k = AT n exp (−E/RT ). Units are moles, cubic
centimetres, seconds, Kelvins and calories/mole. The third body efficiencies:
CH4 = 6.5, H2O = 6.5, CO2 = 1.5, H2 = 1.0,CO = 0.75, O2 = 0.4, and N2 = 0.4.
For all other species: 1.0. Fall-off rate coefficient kfall = 0.0063 exp (−18000/RT ).
REACTION A n E
1f. H + O2 => OH+O 2.000E+14 0.000 16800.0
1b. OH+ O => H+O2 1.575E+13 0.000 690.0
2f. O + H2 => OH+H 1.800E+10 1.000 8826.0
2b. OH + H => O+H2 8.000E+09 1.000 6760.0
3f. H2 +OH => H2O+H 1.170E+09 1.300 3626.0
3b. H2O+H => H2 +OH 5.090E+09 1.300 18588.0
4f. OH+OH => O+H2O 6.000E+08 1.300 0.0
4b. O + H2O => OH+OH 5.900E+09 1.300 17029.0
5. H + O2 +M => HO2 +M 2.300E+18 -0.800 0.0
6. H + HO2 => OH+OH 1.500E+14 0.000 1004.0
7. H + HO2 => H2 +O2 2.500E+13 0.000 700.0
8. OH+ HO2 => H2O+O2 2.000E+13 0.000 1000.0
9f. CO +OH => CO2 +H 1.510E+07 1.300 -758.0
9b. CO2 +H => CO+OH 1.570E+09 1.300 22337.0
10f. CH4(+M) => CH3 +H(+M) 6.300E+14 0.000 104000.0
10b. CH3 +H(+M) => CH4(+M) 5.200E+12 0.000 -1310.0
11f. CH4 +H => CH3 +H2 2.200E+04 3.000 8750.0
11b. CH3 +H2 => CH4 +H 9.570E+02 3.000 8750.0
12f. CH4 +OH => CH3 +H2O 1.600E+06 2.100 2460.0
12b. CH3 +H2O => CH4 +OH 3.020E+05 2.100 17422.0
13. CH3 +O => CH2O+H 6.800E+13 0.000 0.0
14. CH2O+H => HCO+H2 2.500E+13 0.000 3991.0
15. CH2O+OH => HCO+H2O 3.000E+13 0.000 1195.0
16. HCO +H => CO+H2 4.000E+13 0.000 0.0
17. HCO +M => CO+H+M 1.600E+14 0.000 14700.0
18. CH3 +O2 => CH3O+O 7.000E+12 0.000 25652.0
19. CH3O +H => CH2O+H2 2.000E+13 0.000 0.0
20. CH3O+M => CH2O+H+M 2.400E+13 0.000 28812.0
16. HCO +H => CO+H2 4.000E+13 0.000 0.0
17. HCO +M => CO+H+M 1.600E+14 0.000 14700.0
18. CH3 +O2 => CH3O+O 7.000E+12 0.000 25652.0
19. CH3O +H => CH2O+H2 2.000E+13 0.000 0.0
20. CH3O+M => CH2O+H+M 2.400E+13 0.000 28812.0
21. HO2 +HO2 => H2O2 +O2 2.000E+12 0.000 0.0
22f. H2O2 +M => OH+OH+M 1.300E+17 0.000 45500.0
22b. OH+OH+M => H2O2 +M 9.860E+14 0.000 -5070.0
23f. H2O2 +OH => H2O+HO2 1.000E+13 0.000 1800.0
23b. H2O+HO2 => H2O2 +OH 2.860E+13 0.000 32790.0
24. OH+ H+M => H2O+M 2.200E+22 -2.000 0.0
25. H + H +M => H2 +M 1.800E+18 -1.000 0.0
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Analysis of MILD Flame Element
In the present work, MILD Flame Element (MIFE) is introduced to take ac-
count the additional dilution. Figures 1 shows variations of several normalised
species mass fractions Y ∗i for Flame C, MIFE A and MIFE B. Here Y
∗
i =
(Yi − Yi,min)/(Yi,max − Yi,min), where Yi,min and Yi,max are respectively the min-
imum and maximum Yi in the flame solution. Since the distance is normalised
using δth, the variations in the different flames are qualitatively similar for most
of the species. However, the variations of CH2O, which tends to appear before
ignition, reflects the dilution level and temperature conditions of the reactant
mixture. For Flame C, CH2O rapidly increases just after H2O production starts.
In contrast, CH2O starts to be produced before the significant increase of H2O for
MIFE A. This is because the reactant temperature of MIFE A is much higher than
the autoignition temperature, and behaviour of the premixed flame becomes rel-
atively close to that of an autoigniting mixture (Sidey et al., 2013). For MIFE B,
although CH2O starts increases before the H2O production, such a trend is not so
strong compared to MIFE A. This is because the dilution level due to products
is higher in MIFE B than in MIFE A, but the same reactant temperature as
MIFE A is used. If the reactant temperature of MIFE is determined based on
the proportion of the burnt gas in the mixture by considering the conservation
of enthalpy during the mixing process, the behaviour of MIFE B would approach
an autoignition problem compared to MIFE A. Figure 1d is similar species vari-
ations of a laminar flame where the same reactant mixture composition as MIFE
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B is used but the reactant temperature is increased to 1600 K. As clearly seen
in the figure, the CH2O mass fraction is produced before the flame front. This
result further ensures that with an increase of Tr (or possibly with higher dilution
with hot products), the behaviour of a laminar flame becomes close to that of an
autoignition.
Variations of Y ∗i , cT , and three terms, C
+, D+ and R+, are shown for H2O
and CH2O for Flame C and MIFE A in figure 2. Here, C
+, D+ and R+ are
defined from the transport equation of Yα similar to equation 4.1 as:
∂ρ Yα
∂t
+
∂ρ ui Yα
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
C : convection
=
∂
∂xj
(
ρDα
∂Yα
∂xj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D: diffusion
+ ωYα︸︷︷︸
R: reaction
. (1)
As discussed in above, the variations for H2O are qualitatively similar be-
tween Flame C and MIFE A due to the normalisation, although reaction rate
is non-zero and Y ∗H2O continues to increase even in the burnt side for MIFE A.
This ensures the slow chemical process under MILD conditions. For the varia-
tions of CH2O, clear differences are observed between Flame C and MIFEs. As
described in figure 1, CH2O is produced in a substantial quantities before temper-
ature increases (compare Y ∗CH2O and cT variations for each flame in figure 2). The
reaction rate R+ of YCH2O in MIFE A is slightly larger than zero in the unburnt
side, suggesting the flame behaviour is relatively close to autoignition due to the
elevated temperature condition. Such effects of dilution and preheating on chem-
ical species should be investigated in detail, considering the chemical equilibrium
and constant enthalpy during the mixing process in future work.
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Figure 1: Variations of normalised species mass fraction across the flame. (a)
Flame C, (b) MIFE A, (c) MIFE B and (d) MIFE B under the Tr = 1600 K
condition. The location x+ = 0 corresponds to the peak YCH2O location.
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Figure 2: Variations of Y ∗i , cT , and three terms in equation 1, C
+, D+ and R+ of
H2O (a, b) and CH2O (c, d) for Flame C (a, c) and MIFE A (b, d). The location
x+ = 0 corresponds to the peak ∇T location.
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Spatial resolution for Morphology analysis
Three simple shapes, a sphere with radius rs, a cylinder with radius rc, and an
elliptic cylinder with re1 and re2 respectively as minor and major radii are tested
to determine the spatial resolution required to obtain accurate shapefinders. Fig-
ure 3 shows the variations of P and F for the three test cases as a function of
∆κm, where ∆ is numerical resolution (mesh spacing) and κm is the maximum
curvature calculated as 1/rs for the sphere, 1/rc for the cylinder, and 1/re1 for
the elliptic cylinder. For large values of ∆κm, the fluctuation is large due to
the lack of spatial resolution and ∆κm ≤ 0.10 yields P and F within ±3.5%
of their actual (theoretical) values. Therefore in this study, any objects having
∆κm > 0.10 are excluded from the calculation.
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Figure 3: P and F variations for test cases as a function of numerical resolution.
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bustion, Proceedings of the Combustion Institute, submitted, December,
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2. Y. Minamoto, N. Swaminathan, R. S. Cant and T. Leung, Morphology of
reaction zones in MILD and premixed combustion, Combustion and Flame,
submitted, November, 2013.
3. Y. Minamoto and N. Swaminathan, Modelling paradigms for MILD com-
bustion, International Journal of Advances in Engineering Sciences and
Applied Mathematics, submitted, October, 2013.
4. Y. Minamoto, N. Swaminathan, R. S. Cant and T. Leung, Reaction zones
and their structure in MILD combustion, Combustion Science and Technol-
ogy, revised in November, 2013.
5. Y. Minamoto and N. Swaminathan, Scalar gradient behaviour in MILD
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tion Institute, 34 (2) 3231–3238 (2013).
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2. Y. Minamoto and N. Swaminathan, DNS of Turbulent MILD combus-
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